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February 14,2003

To: Montgomery County Plming Board

vu: Charles R. bebr, Director
Department of Park and Plarming

FROM: JkPJoseph R. Davis, Chief /

Development Review . ision

SUBJECT Presentation of Consultant’s Reports Concerning Phase 2 of the
Comprehensive brring Ordinance RewriteProject and Discwsion of
Concepts and Recommended Priorities for Zoning Ordinarrw and Other
Procedural Changes

h the summer of 2001, the Commission engaged the services of Clarion Associates, a
nationally recognized planning consultant firm based in Denver Colorado, to help us
evaluate current ordinances and regulations applicable to commercial, industrid and
mixed-use zones in Montgomery County. In addition, we rquested Clarion to analyze
key development issues and trends affecting tie 21” Century workplace and to advise us
concerning the application of Maryland “smart grow principles to new commercial,
industrial and mixed-use development. The consultant prepared two reports to address
key issues md trends in these mas.

Clarion also conducted case studies of two jurisdictions that have rcwntly enactd new
mixed-use business district ordinances utilizing smart groti principles. These studies
provide usefil insights into how planning issues similar to our ow have been addressed
by others. Planning Department stti initiated a study of mixed-use zones in Arlingto~
Virginia that guide new development at their transit stations. Staff has not completed that
study, at this time. The final piece of work performed by Clarion involved conducting a
dia~osis of our current development regulations applicable to corrrmercid, industrid and
mixed-use development in the Comty md preparing a ~ report which includes a
summary of ove~l findings from their work and recommendations for key revisions to
ow ordinances.

The Clarion studies arc attachd to this repo~ for the Board’s informatio~ and key
findings and recommendation will be presented to the Board at the February 20ti
meeting. M. Christopher Duerksen, the Managing Director of Clarion Associates, will
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attend the meeting to present tis findings md reco~endatio~, ~d ~wer que~o~
that the Board membem may have about his reports. Staff has reviewed the studies
prepared by Clarion and conclude that they contain valuable insights and have helped us
to identify key issues that should be addressed in order to improve our ordinances and
development process to help us achieve our master plan gosds and objectives for tmttsit
serviceable, mdti-use centers that will provide for a variety of wrnrrrursity n-. Bd
on MS review of the many factors tiecting the development of such centers and
discussions with our constitants, we are prepard to identi~ seved key a where
changes in current processes and procedwes codd facilitate better implementation of our
planning objectives. Discussion of s~recorrunendations and priorities for achieving

desired improvements will be the focus of the second hour of our meeting with the Board.

Staff believes that it is important to recogrrim that we are not able to conduct a
comprehemive redo of our corrrrncrcid, industrid and mixd-use mrres, as ori~ly
anticipate as pti of the FY 03 Budget. me length of time to complete Phase 1 of the
projec~ s~vacarrcies in Development Review during the year that reached a level of 25
percent during tie frdl; the high number of text amendments processed through the
srururrer and fall; and the large application caseload have fiected our ability to devote .
adequate staff resources to tis project. ~s has been previously reportd to the Board
and to the County Council as part of the Department’s last Bianrrti Report and as part of
the FY 04 Budget preparation. We believe, however, that it remains an important pubfic
objective to improve our ordinances and procedures to maintain groti in the county’s

employment b=, to euhance shopping opportunities and to provide for a variety of
housing opportunities in close proximity to trarrsi~ employrnen~ shopping and other
conrrnrmity activities. Staff therefore recommends that a series of irrdividrud text
amendments be pursued so hat the most critid issues tiecting our business and rnixed-
use mnes can be addressed in a timely fashion.

S@has identified the following major topics rrabeing important for tier work that
wodd resdt in legislation to be enacted by the County Council. As part of the discussion
with the Board, we will recommend which topics have the highest priority and shodd be
addressed W Please remember that this is a s~ing point for this effort and much
work will have to be done to properly scope out and address each issue. We W need to
advise the County Council of the priorities, as determined by the Pkuming Bo@ and
seek input from the development cormrmrrity, other agencies and the gened pubfic on
possible changes in ordinances, re@atiorrs and procedures.

me topics are iderrtied as follows:

1) Make significant changes to the mixed-use CBD and M mnes to facilitate
better implementation of master or sector plmr recommendations. S~ng
consideration should be given to deleting the project plan quirements of
Division 59-D-2 of the fining Ordinance to help strtiirte the development

aPProv~ Pro~ss h our most important business district mnes. mere shodd
be ordy one method of development in the CBD and M mnes and the
development standards shotid be closely aligned with the current optiod
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

method of development. Residentid development shodd be required in W
CBD and W zoned projects, mrless the Pl@g Board fids at
subdivisiotisite plan approval that a fee-in-lieu of housing wodd be more

appropriate and not cotiict witi a master/sector plan ~ommendation.
Identl& specific incentives to facilitate mixed-use development. Modify the
norr+onfoming structure provisions of *e CBD zones to allow renovations to
older pre-CBD zone buildings providd tit sector plan streetscape
improvements are provided.

Require site plan review in all indus~.d, cornmereid and mixed-use zones to
provide a level playing field for all projects and to encourage more compatible
development.

Require a housing component in dl commercirdly mned projects that ex~
50,000 square feet of commercird development or if ~mmendd on a
master plan. Require a housing component in larger de industrial ad
employment developments or as rwommendd in a master/sector plan.
Identify specific incentives to facilitate mixed-use.

Allow “big box” retail ordy at plsumed regional centers when planned as part
of an overall mixed-use development project.

Delete tie TSM and TSR floating zones and rezone current sites to
appropriate CBD and W zones. This will provide for a more stiearrdirred
development approvrd process for these important transit station ar-.

Amend the MD ~rre to delete the rcqtirement for a Ditision 59-D-1
development plan and replace with an ovedl con-t plan as currenfly
specified for Iarge-scde, mrdti-phased projects.

Require residential component asp& of the fit phase of any CBD, W
and -D zoned projects.

Modifi tie current 1-1, I-3, 14, O-M, C-P mrd W zones to rno~ fily
accommodate biotecbnolog and bio-related uses.

Modify the P~tig provisions contained in tie fining Ordinance to more
accurately reflect the partig quirements for twhnolo~ related indtird
uses and to codify the 1996 interim parking requirements, if appropriate.

10) Provide for TDR receiving areas as part of b commercird, employment
and mixd-use developments.

11) Consider codi~g current enviromnend guideline$ establish minimum
Iandsmping and lighting regulations/guidelin&, establish ~tscapc
regrdations/guidelirses for spccfic types of streets; establish guidelines for

3



amenities in order to help reduce the items subject to continuous negotiation
project to projwt.

titiating work on the above li~ would represent an ambitious undetig by M, the
Pltig Board fid tie County Council. A schedule and work program Ml have to be
developed to help guide the effort. SWwill initiate the work program upon Plarming
Board approval of priorities. Some of the Housing recommendations identid in OW’
topic list till be discussd as part of the workforce housing assessment that will be
presentd to the Planning Board on March 6th.

Staff looks forward to meeting with the Planning Bead to present our consultanfi repofi
and findings and to discuss the legislative agenda identifid in this memorandum.

Attachments
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~~ODUC~ON~A=GRO~

kr late 2001, the Maryland-Nationd Crtpiti Park and Planning Commission @-NCPPC)
undertook a project to revise the corrrnrercird, indrrstrird, md mixed-use zone district
(CW re@adons of the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinanm. me purpose of tis
project was several-fold:

e

e

Ensure that the zoning ordinanm supports the type of development patterns
most desired by the county, specificdy mixed-use and trarrsit-oriented
development. me county is facing ticrerrstig congestion on its highways and
streets, atibrrtable in part to land development patterns that encourage use of
the automobde. Additionally, the county faces a very competitive
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address these c~lenges.

+
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Jw;s

Promote coordination with the State ‘‘
.iyyj

M.,~dh=ad~=~
of Mqlrurd’s
Orowtb poficies.

Smart Oroti legislation that aims
to direct state resources in such a way & to promo[e rcvital iz~tion of eider
developed areas, discourage sprawl, and enhrorce prcscma[ion of open space.
Zonirrg code provisions cm help errsure comistency \{iL6ticsc policies.

ASSardcle in the Washington Business Journal (April 17, 2000) ca?tured some of the
buifdirrg filtration with current development patterns in the count! arrd ~hc \vorkings of
the zoning ordinance that create hurdles to mixed-use projects, Tnc afiicle rocused on
how existing county zoning re@ations make it difficult to crcslc I;vely, mixed-use
business parks that offer a rmge of serviws to employees like restaurm~ or d~ cleaners,
Lack of such setices leads to more auto trips as workers are forced 10 dri~e for lunch or
to run errands during the day md after work It dso potited OUIproblems regarding
parking requirements that were not tailored to modem biotech b~siness uses, forcing
them to provide parhg spaces for employees that do not exisi—:esulting in more
pavement less open space, and more sprmd-out development patterns

Recognizing tiese and other shortcomings with existig CIMU zone district re@ations
and prodww, the M-NCPPC retained Claion Associates, a zoning and growth-
W%emmt comdtig fcrrcrwith offices in Denver, Chicago, Cincirrnati, and Weigk to
make rmrnrncrrdations for revisions. me project consisted of four tasks:

C&on A=mtites P~e 1
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uramarrce Kevlew. 1asK 1 Iocused on rmderstandmg the current CMU a]srrlc~
re@atiorrs and how hey are working in practice. Cltion cmrdacted a series of
roarrdtable discussions md interviews with members of the development
community and county staff who use the re@ations on a frequent basis.
Additionally, Clarion conducted an independent review of applicable district
re@ations and procedures based on its experience drafting development codes
across the United States, including for fast-growing urban counties like
Montgomery County.

Advsis of Kev Issues md Current Trends. To prov
context. for my proposed revisions to the zoning code: Cl
prepared two reports at the M-NCPPC’S dtiection
focused on key issues and current trends. The fist,
“Smart Groti Development Standards: Benefits and
Consequences for Montgome~ County, Maryland,”
smmntied the principles behind “smart groti md
surveyed existing studies regarding the potentird costs
md benefits. The second focused on the chaging
characteristics of the 21d Century workplace and
business Iocsdiond decision criteria It discussed the
land use implications for the county of trends in these
arem.

Best Practices Survey, Cltion md M-NCPPC staff
~condacted mse studies of three jurisdictions

comparable to Montgomery Coan~ (San Diego, Cflifomi~ Fort Collins,
Colorado; md Ahgton, Virginia) fiat have recently adopted new business
district re@ations and smart growth policies, These case ~dies provided
vrduable insighk that cm smooth any implementation steps the county takes.

Code Dim osis~ecommendations: This code diwosis re~resents the find step
in the process, It includes a SUMMW of fmdirrgs-from th~ fit three tasks md
makes specific recommendations for revisions to CIMU districts and the overall
zoning ordinance.

The recommendations that follow btid on the solid foundation estabhshed by the M-
NCPPC through a series of prior efforts including a business site inventory, design
charettes for transit stops, a best practices survey relating to transit-oriented development
area pkms, and several economic development studies.

Chion Assxtifes P~e 2
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~s setion provides a brief overview of findings and recommendadons that are
discussed in ~eater detail in the body of this report. Based on the interviews, code
review, and background reports, we identified three broad categories of problems and
issues that need to be addressed h reviskg tie C~U districts oftbe zoning ordinance:

1. Need for more specific s~dmds and procezses in tie zorsing ordinmce to
m~e development retiew more efflcimst ad pre&lctssbl&

2. ~ack of a Metichy of Euclid- Ssrhd-use mne disttic~ avdable rmd
tdored to erscoumge sssizd-rsse development wittr a major nors-residentid
composrenL

3. Uneven development qutiIty and a playirrg fidd tit is titd towords
stadad sisrgleuse development vemsrs mixed we.

mile this project was conceived to produce reco=endations for targeted revisions to
exisdng CWU district regrdations and procedures, it quictiy bacsme clear to the
corrsdting team that the current problems with those &stricts and development reviews of
commercird and industrid projects are more systemic. ~ey will reqtie a broader
response. 3rrf% additiorrd, extensive piecem~ amendments to the zoning ordinmce
on top of marry made in past years may be counterproductive,

Nevertheless, we believe that there are some mendmerrts md changes that can be made
tiediately that will help patch things up m the CI~ districts for tie short-term wtie

the county considers more comprehaive
revisions to the zoting ordinance. Keyed to
the three main issues hi@ighted above,
these potential solutions are summtied
below

1. Need for specific stmsdards mrd
processes in the mming ordinazrce
to reduce rmcertain~.

0 To create more ctity in the
review prows md rcduw
ne~otiatd develo~men~ fold. .––., ----

ezistirtg substantive guidelines and re~ations-reladng to enviromnenti and
rwource protection into the zoning ordinmce. Finish draft larrdsqing and
lighting guidehes and apply over a 1-2 y= testperiod.

Ction AssEhies P8ge3
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● Create flow charts to summarize decision-mtig processes md include time
‘tigetx” tit decision-making at each step. More clarity is needed as to tie
steps in development review process md role of ~oups such as the
Development Review Committee (which is only referred to in the subdivision
ordinance as the “subdivision review committee”). ~le mandatory limits
on decision-making time &amex have not worked well in other jurisdictions,
non-btiding time targets can tiject needed discipline into the process so that
development reviews take place in a timely fashion.

. Enact an admirristiahve modtication provision that’ allows staff or the
Planning Board to approve tier modifications to development standards or
site plans in specfic instances without a public hearing.

2. Lack of a Merarchy of Eucfidems Wixed-use zosse distticts that is Momd to
encour~e mixed-use development with a substantial non-msidesstid
component.

@ Create a hierarchy of by-right mixed-use zone districts \vith a substitird non-
residential component md begin mapping by the coomy of prefemed rnixed-
use development locations (e.g., the 1-270 Corridor). me ne~vdistricts shodd
provide greater incentives for mixed-use developmem’ wilh a significant non-
residential element (e.g., a wider
range of permitted uses) while
errstig that a minimum mix of uses
and bum densiti~ are achieved
in designated locations.

● Elfinate obsolete CMU districts
that are not used, do not implement
the Muter Plan, or are inappropriate
for modem development. (However,
maintain obsolete district classification only for alread) dt\ e loped properties
to avoid creating non-conforming uses.) Consider camb:ni ng other disticts
that have only mirror differences in terms of uses or slmaa-ds (such as the I-3
and I-4 zone districts). Update district use lists 10 include modem uses and
eliminate outdated, undesirable uses,

3. Uneven development quafity and uneven playing field for mixed-use
developments.

● hplement site pkmning requirements for fiL commerciti and indus~rd
projects to crmte a process by which substantive development standwds Q
be apptied, a practice that is routine in most otier jurisdic~ions comparable to
Montgomery County. Crrrrentiy projects in some disticts (e.g., C-1 and
CBD) are not subject to site planning requirements, ad m a resrdt
development qutity has, in s@s opfio~ sdered @ some instances.

Ction Assmiates Page4
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. Co@ dmlopment guidelinm (e.g., enviromrrenti) as noted above. Apply
to rdl developments, not just mixed-use projects, to level the playing field rard
remove incentives to build standard single-use projects. Remove procedurrd
disincentives for mixed-me proj- such as requirement for a rezoning versus
by-n@t Euclideon mixed-use zones.

● Consider eliminating s~dard method’ of development that allows
developments to proceed tithout site plan and subdivision plm review in
some instances, a situation that a mderrrsine achieving Master Plan
objectives, ~s is particdwly important in the CBD districts where carefl
site plm and design review is critical to ensure high development qutity and
compatibility.

= Evaluate tie need for the time-mmurning project plan process in light of
strengthened subdivision process and detied site plan review promdure,

bnger-Term Rmkbns

Wile these changes will be an irnpotit first step, os noted above, our recorureissa~
end discussions with staff md development corrunurri~ representatives revd more
serious, deeply rooted problems that need to be addressed more thororr~y and
methodidly in the long term. Potentisd long-term solutions, geared to the bee main
iSSU=, include

1. Need for specific standds and @detines.

●

●

Comprehensively reorgti and reformat the inning ordinance. OveAl, the
zoning ordtiance is one of the most difficdt to use ruralunde~d that the
cmrsrdtarrts have reviewed. Apperentiy, es is the ease in many jurisdictions,
the ordinance has been updated and revised piecemeal over tie. New
protiions have been added to address new problems or opportunities. me
resdt is a document that is poorly organized and hard to navigate. Related
provisions are scattered throughout the code and there are coflicts in
substantive provisions and defitiorrs and contradictory procedures.

Codify unwritten procedures arrd review pro~ses that me roudrrely
employed by staff that are not reflected in the ordinance. For. example, tie
Development Review Committee, which plays a critical role in the review
pr~s, is not remgrrized in tie zoning ordinance (it is mentioned only in the
Subdivision Ordin~m as tie “subdivision review committee’?).

C&on Asstites Page 5
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2. Lack of a hiemrchy of Euctidearr mixed-use zone districts avdable and
tdored to encoumge mized-use development witi a major non-midentid
componerrk

●

a

Continue idarrtifiing md mapptig preferrd locations for mixed-use
developments throughout tie munty (e.g., 1-270 Corridor).

Scrutinize existtig home occupadon re@ations to remove unnecessary
impediments to Iivework arrangements, espacidly in new mixed-use
developments. (Acmrdtig to ~, a text amendmmt is under consideration
regarding live-work arrangements.)

3. Uneven development qu~@ md meven p~ying field for mixed-use
developments.

0 Enact generally applicable, modem
development standards in areas tiat
are currerrtiy not addressed in the
zoning ordinarrce such as wildife
habitat protectio~ pedestrim
connectivity, location and
cotilguration of open space,
Imdscaping, streetscaping, rmd
lighting.

o Codify subs~tive guidelines and stidards from Master Plans if they are to
be used in tie re@atory/development review process.

0 Explore desiq standards for transitional areas around new mixed-use
developments to ensure compatibility with existing conventional
neighborhoods.

~ese fundamenti problems suggest stron~y that the zoning ordinance is in need of a
comprehensive revision that goes beyond the Cm ditict re@ations and prowdures.

Ction Ass&tes P~e 6
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CODE W~W ~~GS

This section of the diagnosis provides grmer deti regarding the mti fidings of the
proj@ breed on the interviews and the constitit’s independent code dysis.
Additiorsdly, the tidings and recommendtiom of the Task 2 Smart Orowtb and 214
Cen~ Workplace repofi are smrsmtied, m well ~ tiose of the three major case
studies.

Itiwti

The Clarion t- conducted a series of roundtable discussions with sti and
represmtatives of the development community who me fiequerst mde users.

Additionrdly, Clarion circdated a survey to county sti involved in the development
review process that soticited their views on the strengths and weaknesses of the etitirsg
code. The major observadorrs from these groups are distilled below, broken into
substantive and procedurd comments. @e@ed irrtemiew summaries were submitted to
the county.) interestingly, there was a fair degree of mrssensus between the M asrd
those horn the private sector regarding key problems tith the existing code.

Staff– Substantive Issues

●

●

Development standards in key areas (Iandscaptig, lighting, streetscaping, and
parking) are either not codfied, out-of-date, or do not efist. ~s leads to
significant uncertainty in the development review process and someti~
lengthy negotiatio~ especidy if the site planning process is applicable, or to
a less desirable qtiity of development if the project is exempt horn site
planning approval.

The tihas Utile flexibility to modify or adjust development standwds (e.g.,
setbacks, btier requirements) where there is a mnffict between stassdards.
This a 14 to delays in processing and actutily lower development qtity.

Zotig re~atiom we not always in ~rd with Master Plans, me Planning
Board can disapprove development in’some insti~ (e.g., in the ~D zone
district) if incoWistent with a Master Plm even if development comphes titb
the code, This creates some fidamcnti mrrfli~ between the two

documents and leads to rmcetity in the development review process
-rding to developers.

mere are too many zone districts, which makes the code dfi]cult to
adtiter. Some are obsolete wbiIe others overlap and are candidates for
consolidation Some ticts such as the C-1 rdlow almost smytbing with few
conditions or quality standards.



● Zone districts sometimes work at cross-purposes with and do not implement
the Mast& Plan. Sectiorrd Map Amendrnen@ md overlay districts can be
used to address tis issue. Mixed-use developments with residentid, for
emple, are very difficdt to do in irrdustrird districts. Transit-oriented
districts fail to provide sticient ticentives for or require bgher density
residerrtid development.

Q The W (Residential Mixed-Use) Districts are reportedy working well and
may serve as a model for a mixed-use zone district that allows a wider range
of non-residerrtid w= such as offiws and light industrid. Historically, tie
CBD zone dis~icts have worked’ well to encourage new development but as
these areas have matured, there is a need for revisions to encourage use of the
optiorrd method to errsure consistent development qrsdity,

.. Many contempor~ uses (e.g., biotechnology uses tith modem partig
rquiremenb) are not included in the use chartz ~er allowed uses we
outdated or incompatible with newer, desired uses.

Staf- Procedural Issues

9

e

e

The code on the web is searchable, but
there we no ~ to definitions, key
words, or other documents,
Additionally, according to staff the
on-line version contains errors. The
paper version of the zoning code is
very difflcdt to use.

I - 1

Development standards rmd definitions are either scattered throughout the
code, h other documents/ordinmces, or nonexistent for important topics.
They need to be consohdated.

Due in part to a lack of key substantive standards (e.g., landscaping, lighting),
there is too much negotiated development with litie @dance. This can be
ve~ time-comuming for staff as well as applicant, Additiorrdly, too much
deti is required for development propossds too ezly in the process beca~e
of community pressure. ~le wly issue identification is critid, fixing
detis ve~ early in tie pro=s makes it dtilcdt to respond flexibly and
creatively to issues later in the process.

Developers

o Developers md their professional representatives ~awyers, planners,
mgineers, etc.) voiced marry of the same concerns as the staff, especially
focusing on the lack of standards in the ordinance and development review
procedures that do not foUow what is written in the code.

Ction Asswiafes Page8
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. Mmy of%e commentators from the development community felt that the
zoning ortianm lacks responsiveness to market r~tiw. ~ey cited as an
example the requirement for ground floor reti end structured parking in
some zone districts. ~s has, in their opiniom rwdted in vacmt ~t floor
storefronts that are expensive to cw financially and have a deadening
itiuerrce on street activi@. ~ey suggest use of incentives (such as density
bonuses, exclusion of ~ourrd-floor retail from FAR cdculatiom, quicker
processtig) to achieve these types of gods, not just re@atiorrs.

s hportrast terms such as “pubhc use” and “pubhc amenities” that me used by
staff in the review process (Optional Development Method) to impose
development requirements need to be defied in ~eater deti.

. Master Plan guidelines me not consistently followed so appficmts do not
know when to rely on them. Some Sector Plans are too detied and require
rrrrrendrnentto conform to proposed development plans.

. Developers are given only 10 minutes to make presentations to the Planning
Commission at public hearings while opponents have urdirnited time. ~ey
must rely on staff to flesh out deti, but SM comments me not part of the
record on appd. Developers urrifotiy felt that more tie was needed to
make their cwe and contrasted their experien= in other nearby jurisdictions.

● me development review prowss as it is practiced is not refle@ in the
zoning ordirranw, bodies such es the Development Review Committee (DRC)
hat play a major role are not mentioned in the zoning code (a “subdivision
review committee” is noted in the subdivision ordinance). mere are no flow
charts to illustrate tie proms graphically.

. me code is very dfictit to use, even for seasoned vetera. Basic features to
make it more user-tiendy-subject hdetifooters on -h page, a
comprehensive table of contents, md ilhsstrations/ graphics are either absent
or limited at best,

● Major substarstive lad use re~ations are scattered in mmy sections of the
county code (e.g., historic preservation tree conservatio~ subdivision) or in
guidelines (e.g., environment natursd resource).

. A substantial number of modern development standard issues are not
addressed in the code (e.g., landscaping, Iightirrg, strectscaping) or are out-
dated barking rqtiements).



As noted above, the mrrstitants prepared two major background reports at tie county’s
direction to provide a context for any proposed revisions to tie zoning code. me first:
titled “Smart Orowtb Development Stidards: Benefits and Consequence for
Montgomery County, Marykmd,” summtized the principles behhd “smti grow and
surveyed efistirrg stidies regarding the potentiaf costs ad benefits of sm~ growth
polici= and refutations. me swond focused on the changing characteristics of the 21S’
Century workplm and business locational decision criteria It discussed the Imd me
implic~ions for the county of trends in these areas. ~s section provides a brief
overview of these two reports; Ml text versions are available from the county.

S- Grotih Devebpusent fiwh: Beneftis d Consequences for MO*OW
cou~

“Smart Grow has become the rallying cry natiorudly for mrmy comrnrmities and state
governments as an approach to rnan@ng growth in a thoughtful ad methodicd fashion.
me State of Maryland has been a leader in this we% having adopted ambitious Smart

Groti legislation in 1992 md 1997. Collectively, tiese
initiatives aim to direct state resources to revitiize older
developed arms, preserve some of M~land’s vahrable
resources rmd open space lands, and to dismurrrge the
continuation of sprawltig development into rural ar-. Smart
Groti has become tie new pmdigm for land development
rmd growth management in M~land. md the principles of
Smti Growth have been embraced by a diverse number of
orgarrimtimrs: citizen groups, ad mrnmunities interested br
finding innovative solutions to dre unintended consequences of
growth,

But exactiy what does Smart Growth mean at the Iocd level’! What are some of the key
principles behind Smart Groti? How can Smart Growth be implemented at the local
level? What are the benefits and potential consequences of applying Smart Growth -
based standards in the development review process’? V’ill the markel -pt Sm~
Growth re~ations?

~s report fimt presents an overview of the guiding principlm of Smfi Gro~ drawn
from a variety of sources including the state’s Smart Gro\\ti legislation and progrruns.
Next it examines tie potential benefits of adopting Smart Growth programs at the Iocaf
level, such as reducing trfic, providing housing choices, and preseming open space.
We dso looked at potential mnsequenc~-for example, rising land costs ad re@atory
gridlock. fn otier words, what are the potential strengths and weaknesses of IOCASmart
Oroti programs? Finally, the report examines the issues of political md mwket
acceptance of Smart Gro~ forces that need to be understood in revising zoning
re~ations to reflect Smart Groti gods,
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Smart Growth has -e to meon mmy things to different people. To take Smart Growth
gords into wmrt in revising Montgomery County’s development mdcs, it is isrrpo~t
to understand the key principles behind the mrscept. We have disti~ed the following
Smrat Grofi principles horn a variety of sources including the Maryland Department of
Planning and the American Planning Association They begin to provide a roadmap to
the changes that will be needed in the county’s zoning code to achieve the objectives of
Smart 60*.

Compact Growth

Concentrate groti in and adjacent to existing developed areas. Avoid
leapfrog development into rrsrd areas,

Mk of Uses
Encourage developments titb a mix of residentid, comsnercid,
irrshtutiond and otier uses that increase choices for people irr living,
wortig, and playing. Avoid large islarsds of single-use development in
business parks and residentird subdivisions.

Cost E@cient Use of Public Services and ln@astructure

Smart groti mm favoring developments in neighbo’fioods and ar~
where pmple md businesses will use etistirrg senicdfacilities like
schook, water and sewer Iines, emergency services, and roads. Avoid
msdy etiension of services to greefield sites.

Qualipbsign and Conrmunip Cbracter

Build new developments to fit people, not jut tie automobile. Create
lively, htcresting living ond work environments, Avoid cookie-cutter
dev~lopments tith features that cater to the auto ratier tian people.

Transportation Options

To reduce over-dependenw on the auto, take steps 10 encourage
sdternative forms of trasrspotion and land uses that suppon bi~cling,
walking, and mass transit hplement policies to make dnxem pay the full
cast of using automobties. Avoid developments hat are hmvi ly auto-
dependent.

Hewing Choices
Encourage developments and land use patterns that offer a \tiety of
housing choices to an increasingly diverse popdation, Avoid islands of
residential developments tith few housing ~es (e.g., ordy single-family
detached).

An Eficient, Predictable belopment Process
Because Smart Growdr involves a greater level of involvement in the
development process ti unfettered groti, particdas attention must be
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paid to ensuring that development review processes are efficient and
predictable, W at the same time flexible to address specific site issues.
Avoid vague development standards and lengthy, highly negotiated review
processes.

Benefits md Consequences of Smart Growth
mere contiues to be considerable debate over tie benefits ad corrsequen- of Smart
Growth development. Proponents argue forcetiy that the toti eanornic, soci~ and
environment benefits of Smart Growth are red and substmttird. ~ey cite studies
showing increased trmsit use, protected natord resources, and consumer preferences for
coordinated. plmrrring and smart groti amenities such as public spaces, w~able
neighborhoods and improved access to trait.

Critics are quick to proffer evidence that Smart Growth has not lived up to the “hype” of
decreasing congestion or improving air quality. ~ey mtitain that in some cases it has
actually increased trtic congestion, raised housing ad land costs, md created
unmarketable housing products and mnrmercid spaces.

Based on a detiled review of existing studies ad our experience with developments
around the United States, we conclude there is a kcreasirrg body of evidence md studies
that demonstrate some of the clear benefits of Smart Growth. me evidence is
particrdarly strong and convincing in the areas of reductig public infrastructure costs and
presemation of open space. Studies rdso show it crar have an important role in reducing
tr@Ic congestion. However, those benefits are still being debated in the developinent
community and have not been translated into strong developer acceptance at this point.

Fortunately, there are ticreasing indication, that housing consumers, particdarly baby
boomers, are cotig to appreciate the benefits and mnvenience of living in Smart
Groti developments. mere is rdso substarrtid, project-by-project evidence from across
the United States, partictiarly in urban and suburban jurisdictions, that mixed-use
developments cm sued in the market. Perhaps of even more importance, is the
etidcnw that developers and &cid institution are learning the ropes of mixed-use
projects and other key elemen~ of Smart Growth development patterns – and that Smart
Groti can be a good investment for smart money.

—

;.-..-—.”...m-,..—-.... . .
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Chw&eristks of the 21* Centi~ Wor@tie: M Use
I~licOtiOw for MotigO~ Cow

Over he past 20 yem, a ‘New Economy” has emerged,
representing an historic shift horn mmufactig-based to
knowledge-based firms. me New Economy is technology driven
and globsd. It has drdy begun to restructie metropolitm and
urban econorniw. fie firms driving the New Emnomy have
markedly dfierent lodond preferences horn those that ran the
economy two decades ago. me workplace of the 2 la Century
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that is emerging horn this sbifi promises to be markedly different as well. These forces
till have a dmmati impact on land use and development prefererr~ and trends
tiougbout tie country.

This repofi focuses on the Imd use implications of the 21’ Century workplace for
Montgomery County. First it presents arr overview of some of the ch=actetics of the
New Economy such as @obrd mrrrmerce, fletible employment systems, md volde
markets. A grasp of these chmacteristics helps to understand the forces at play that affect
development at the locsd level.

Ne~ tie report discusses the regional Iotionrd preferenws of growth b in tie
technology sector-biotechnology enterprises, sofiardirrtemet development -, rmd
high-technology mmufacturers. h the past, factors such as cost of labor, ti rates, and
stisr for= were prime considerations for brrsiness~ considering expansion or
relocadon Today, issues such as qtity of Iife, availabdity of twhrrology tiastrrrcture,
ad expeditious permit reviews are fw more important to f- in growth sectors. bcd
governments must be aware of and respond to tiese new preferenm if they are to be
competitive.

Third, the report looks at what these ti md their employees are demanding in terms of
site development rmd workpl~ cotiguration. ‘me isolated suburban OffIW Pmk

f-g headqrrmter btidings in a sprawhg campus setting - ~icd of the 1960s and
lflos – is givtig way to a differmt sort of business park smd work environment h the
21a Century that reflects the needs of the New Economy, Firms and their workers are
demanding new amenities, a vtiety of housing choices, and better trarrspofion uess,
Ag@ the land use implications for Iod governments promise to be significant and
su~eat some important changes that must be made iir local land use and zoning
regukdiorrs and procezses.

The report wncludes titb a list of potentisd respomm MontgomeW County shodd
consider in revamping its land development codes that will help it to better address tie
cban~g lo~ond and workplm preferanw of ~ in the technology swtor. h
doing so, tie report draws on experience in other comparable metropolitan areas such as
Sede, Potiand, Sa Diego, Fort Collins, Colorado, md Cary, North Carolina @esearch
Trirmgle wee).

Conchrsiorrs and Remmrnendadons
The locations and site prefererr~ of bi~-tech wrnprrrries discussd in the report
suggmt a number of steps that Iocrd governments cao tie to improve their attractiveness
to these k. This section preserrk some recommadations for an overarching strategy
with respect to revamping rmd retig development review promsses and re~ations as
well as some spwfic development code chmges that shodd be mnsidered.

There are several important corrtat poirr~ that shodd be kept in mind while considering
code revisions. F@ Iod goverrunen~ simply are not in a position to influence or
rapond to some irnportsmt business lotiond preferences. For exarnpIe, one of the
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dominant factors for dl fms continues to be where tie CEO wants to live. W variable
is hard to re@ate oddress. Avtiability of venture capiti is another criterion that is
dfi]cdt for Iod govemmerrts to control,

Sewnd, high-tech firms vary drarrratidly in terms of needs, products, employ-, and

*Y o~er f@ors. Evm Mb one sector, such as biotechnology, locational and siting
Issues wll differ depending on the fiction of the company, for example, r=earch vs.
production, ~s variety makes it chrdlerrging to develop a strategy that will be effective
for a wide range ofti.

Finally, while a number of steps to improve land use review procedures and strmdards are
presented in this repo~ Montgomery County md the Wmhisrgto~ D.C., region are
obviously doing sometig right in terms of attracting and retaining high-tech companies,
A recent report for the RK Mellon Foundation fomd that the WashkgtoL D.C., area
scored very highly h terms of overall amaities and environmerrti quality, both factors
that tend to correlate with high-technology development. me region already has one of
the highest concentrations of high-tech firms in the nation.

Specific Land Use Policies
Based on the Iocatiomd ad site preferences of high tech compties identified in this
repo~ Montgomery County shordd address the folloting issues in revamping its
development codes and processes:

Encourage or require mixed-use developments, Some of the county’s zone districts (e.g.,
commercial and irrdustrird) do not allow or severely inhibit the [ype of lively mixed-use
developments favored by mmy high-tech workers md firms. Marry communities such as
Aus@ Fort Collins, Colorado, and Cary, North Carolin< are not only encouraging but
requiring new developments to conti a W of housing. hotels. edution~ and
commercial us=. Others provide incentives in the form of dcnsih bonuses or “fiec”
rcsidcntid density on a site in addition to any permitted commercial uses. ~e cormty’s
new W @esiderrtid Mixed-Use) districts are reportedly working wel I to encourage
mixed-use developments with a residential emphasis. ~ey cm scme as a template for a
more non-rcsidenti~y oriented mixed-use district that encourages ofice. light industrid,
and @titutiond uses as well as a variety ofresidentid development

Aotber aspect of success~ tied-use developments is hpimlly higher density/
intensity tha conventional projeck. h increming number or commanitia are requiring
minimum densities and a variety of uses at selected locations such as fulure transit stops.
~ese requirements help to ensure that new developments suppon mass transit and
protide the critical mass for a tively mixed-use development. In comrasL while
Montgomery County has been tig steps to encourage residential development w’ourrd
transit stops, there has been httle or no high-d~ity residential development at most such
sites.

Encourage or require more amenities in high-tech developments and business parb.
Marry frigb-twh b and workers are making clear that they prefer to work in
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developments that include or have emy access to viti centers with lively amenities md

oPPo*ties for ~~action. ney ~SO vrdue access to open space and recreatiorrd
OPPO~tim n~ tie work Place. Everything from sidewedks and mails to plafing fields
are assets.

Promote environmental protection and conservation of namral areas, Wgh-tech
employees v~ue the rsaturd errviromrrent both at work and at play, ~ey ofien oppose
sprawl and developments that gobble UP open space. Currentiy, wble the county has
some re@ations on the books to address natrsrrd resource protection, including stream
btier and forest conservation starrdrads, it lacks provisions adopted by marry other
jurisdiction, to protect sensitive rraturd features on a site or open space such “as
landscaping provisions and wildlife habitat protection standards. ‘Moreover, rarmy

developments are not subject to site plan review, which m- staff has no authority to
review important elements such u connectivity between parcek or landscaping. ~le
SM often attempts to negotiate to accompkh these gofi, objective standards wodd
ensure key are achieved while providing more cetity to the development cornmrmity.
fie SM is currendy working on Imdscapirrg provisions, err important initiative that
.! .,,., . . .
snows oe mmptetea.

Fou on specific uses, nof bui~ings. hr re@ating development most jurisdictions
focus on the size of a buiIdisrg in regulating items such as parking. mere is little
flexibility to respond to US= that may have large space needs but relatively few
employees (e.g., biotech labs). Wgb-tech fms in the county have complained that they
are -sometimes required to btid expensive parking that never gets used, me county
needs to tsdlor partig and ather standards more to specific uses, and then allow
flexibility to meet future needs (e.g., set aside land for parking, but don’t rquire paving
at the outset).

Scrutinize home ocmpation regulations. Became an increasing number of New
Emnomy workers till telecammute or start-up new businesses at home, the wrmty
shodd carefrdly examine its home occupation re~ations (that are stringent compared to
most other jurisdictions) to ensure they do not rmrrecessraily stifle this impo~t tiend.
Of murse, surrounding residenm need to be protected from potential adverse side
effeck. Additiondly, the munty shodd consider creating flexibility for live-work spaces
in corrrmercid and other non-residerrtkd districts.

Improve the devehpment review process. One of the most irnpotit needs of Mgh-tech I
* is the ability to respond qrsic~y to new market opporturdtias and demands. ti
means that Iocd governments that cm provide efficient and responsive development
review and coastiction inspection prowses will have a leg up.

Currenfly, boti SM and developers in Montgomery County agree hat here is ntuch
room for improvement. For mmple, tile the murrty has a sptidly designed zoning
district for development around transit stations, it is little used because it is cumbersome
and tirne-mnsurrring, Amrdirrg to developers, there is Utie resemblanw between the
review process in practiw and what is set fofi in the zoning ordirranw. ~ey *O point



out that be-e the ordirrserw has so few staodards, tiere is a great derd of rmcetity in
the process over ti*ti til reqtireit may vary from case-t~case.

k. mhg chmges to development review produrw, the county shotid not overlook
the importance of construction and bfiding code review prowsses. It will do htie good
to m~e the development review process more efficiat end predictable, ody to have it
followed by a slow aod tedious process of getting a building built or expanded space btit
out. Some jurisdictions such es Bodder Coun&, Colorado, are Wotig for self-
kpetion by compaoies to speed this end of the development process.

By making tiese substitive ad produrd chmges in its developmmt wales aod
processes, Montgomery Coorrty crm help ~ure it wiU be a desirable community ad
attractive location for high-tech f- md their workers.



S~RY OF -D-USE DEVELOP~NT WG~TION CASE STUDES

Task 3 of the project scope ded for the consdtarsts to conduct a best practim survey of
similarly situated jurisdictions that have r~tiy enacted new approaches to re@adrsg
conrnrercisd, industrid, and mixed-use developments withii the context of smart growth
pohcies and transit-oriented development.

There is crsrrerrfly a good ded of interest md activity in the area of mixed-use
development regrdations at the local govemmrsrt level across the United States.
However, much of this activity is in the concepti stage or involves ordy remfly
enacted stidwds and re~ations. with Iittle acturd experienw with development of
mixed-use projects. For this reason, among others, the staff and mrssdtig team
Wowed dow a preti~ M of about a domrr communities and selectd Fort
Collins, Colorado, Sm Diego, Cdiforni~ md Arkgto~ Virginiq for scrutiny. Clarion
Associates prepared case studies of Fort Collins and San Diego. Fort ColIins enacted its
mixed-use zoning districts md re~ations 5 years ago and now has reviewed a number of
projects under them. Several have been constructed. Similarly, in San Diego tie city ha
been encouraging mixed-use development for the past decade ad has a project track
rard also. Arlington County, Vir@Z has host 10 Y- of experience with transit-
related development around its Metro stations. The M-NCPPC sti prepared the
Arlington case study.

A key lesson that w be distilled from experiace ti these cities, as well as others tiat
have been promoting mixed-use developments (such as Potiarsd, Orego~ and Colorado
Spfigs, Colorado), is that a kid-glove approach hat relies primarily on incentives md
encouragement ordy will not Mely produce the desired radts. Because mixed-use
developments are a relatively new “rmim~ in the development community, and bemuse
$ey typidly fivolve extensive negotiations, public htigs, or edditiQnd desi~
requirements not applicable to run-f-the rni~ wmsrsercid or residential projects, most
developers take the path of lesser resistance. They propose typid single-me
developments fiat avoid these potentially time-consuming compli~ions.

h respome, more and more conssnunities are ting ass irscr~fflgly activi~ directed
course of action. Some, hke Fort Collins and Sm Diego, are ambitiomly pltig rmd
mapping areas for mixed-use developments and then requiring new projects in those
arw to adhere to stidards dwigned to produce lively, mixed-use projec~. The need to
dd with trfic congestion is ofierr a driving force to this @ivist approach. Wers, like
Colorado Springs, are, considering requiring new corrrrnercid projects involving
discretionary approvals (such as a rezoning) to achieve a marrdato~ mix of use and mwt
other ~dards (e.g., connectivity, community amenili~). Colorado Springs is tio
attempting to “level the pla@g field by increaskg design rquiremersts for W
cornrnercid projects, not just rnixd-use developments.

me good news is that more md more mixed-use projects are coming on line in these
jurisdictions md ekewhere, and they are establishing a success~ track r-rd that
promises to breed additionrd mixed-use projects. Their experienm provides some very
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useti guidmce to Montgomery County in revarnptig its business district zoning
provisiom. *

~s section of the summary presents a brief overview of the two case studies of Fort
Collins and Sm Diego prepared by Clarion &sociates. Fdl versions of the case studies
are available horn the M-NCPPC SW as well as the ~Iington Comty, VirginiL case
study ti was prepared by sW.

Foti COW~, CObr&

Fort CoHirrs is a rapidy grotig university cornrmrnity about 75 ties north of Denver
nestled against the foothills of tie Rocky Momti ad alongside ‘tie banks of the
Cache La Poudre Nver. me city
encompasses 47 square miles and has a
poptiation of 118,600 residats, with an
m~ growth rate of 2.9 percent for the past
decade. It is a regionrd market center for
northern Colorado rmd southern Wyoming.

•~e previous land use code in Fort CoUins
(known as the Lrmd Developmmt Guidmce
System – LDGS) had few objective standards
and no mixed-use provisions, Basically, any
use, codd be developed an~here if
perforsnmce stidards were met Mthouti
~ome developers favored the flexibility of-tiis previous system neighborhoods did not
like is unpredictabtiity, me qutity and subs~ce of each project cotid vary widely,
depending on negotiations with city sM.

..‘, -. .,

h response to this fletible, but unpredictable development system (arrd rdso due to rapid ‘“”
development and trfic congestion), Fort Collins started drtig a new code in 1995 and
paled in New Urbanisq Smart Gro@ and sustainability ideas. me new plan and mde
address issues such as compact development foq dtemative transportation modes,
increased density, neighborhood preservatio~ affordable houstig, wildlife protection
and creadng human-scale development. fie titen~ specfidy regar@ mixed-use, was
to create more cohesive, defined neighborhoods in which many of the residents’ needs
codd be me~ such as enrploymen~ retail options, schools, and parks.

me new wde was adoptd in 1997. me primary differenws compared to the previous
re@ations are as follows:

o Zone districts were created and mapped. New mixed-use ronirrg districts
were created to petit a mix of uses, Mowing stores and workplaces to be
within walking distance of residenw. ~ese mixed-use districts were
mapped in stirdegic lotions arsd are wdatory. Office mes are permitted,
but are not the focrd point of these di~cts. k additio~ several objective
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standards were adopted specticrdly for the tied-use districti, such es
corurecti+ end block stie (e.g., a maximum of 7-10 acres in the
Neighborhood Cormnercid Center District). hportarrfly, the mixed-use
disticts have minimum residential densities required to support transit options
and promote wmpact development.

. Flexible perforrnmce standards were repl~d by more specfic, clear
development standards. New standards were added to address wildife habitat
protio~ pedestrim and auto connectivity, and lmdscapirrg. Minimum
perking requirements were eliminated for non-residentid uses; ordy mmirnum
tik on perking were imposed.

. Density bonuses were enwted to promote tiordable housing in the mixed-use
districts. These developments were dso exempted from review fees and
receive priority processing.

● New administrative modfidon provisions were added to Wow staff to make
rrdnor adjustments in development standards to f~ilitate better design (for
exmple, up to 25Voin setbmk requiremen~) tithout having to hold a public
htig.

h generrd, because the wde revisions are relatively new, there has been more use of the
new districts on paper thao on the gromd. ~le there were ordy a few projects ,ti the
btiding phase at the time of this repo~ many more projects are in the approvrd phase.
Two neighborhood inters in hw Density MU Neighborhood Districts have been
~proved and apphcatiorrs have been filed to approve four Neighborhood Corrrmercid
Centers in the past two months, which sigrrds signifiat inter- in building these
gromW/retail neighborhood centers. h additio~ bui)dirrg permit numbers in general
have been rising rapidly in the city,

Primarily, housing developmerrk have been approved thus far under the new code.
Projects have met the code’s minimum design requirements, end wtie most observers
wee the oved q~ty of the development has improvd, r=rdts have been mixed
wcording to M. Some projects have gone beyond tharr the minimum requirements of
the code in terms of qtilty and site desi~ end are mrrsidered ettrmtive. Regardless of
tie q@ty, it is cl= that Fort Colb is getting MU and redevelopment that is dtierent
tian what the city has seen before in terms of higher density and better over~ design.
~et is not cl-is how to @entee qtity development eve~ time, even though the
new wde hes contributed to h god.

There is genersd agreement among city sti that the connectivity potion of the new
standards is working well, and the standard requiring protity to neighborhood
wtertip=ks has been easy to enforw. However, there is not es much egr~ent about
other pordons of tie rode. For example, some staff membem feel that there shodd be
more flexibility to go below tie minimum density requirements in the tied-use
districts, dthougb ordy one developer has requ~ed a lower density. Moreover, despite a
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requirement that each development have a variety of housing ~es, there is still
significant segregative. of those housing types (e.g., single family pods separate from
mrdti-ftily units), which was not the city’s intent. However, the stti is not sure if tis
m be remedied bough more re@atioZ or if the H shodd continue to rely on
persuading developers to physicdy mix housing types within a project.

&other conce~ as mentioned above, is that the qutity of development has varied even
when mtimrrnr standards have been met, mere have been wide ranges, even in the
same development in site, arcbitecturd, and landscape design. For example, in one
locatio~ standards requiring discrete phreemat of garages were met yet tie regrdting
streets~es. were very urrattraetive. Staff members expressed regrets that several
stazrdards that existed in the initial draft of the new code were left out of the &d version.
he of these required a mix of block types (e.g., a mix of comrnercird, residentid, and
institutioti uses within a specific district or development). No substantive revisions to
the code have forrnWy been proposed yet,

Most developers appreciate the CIW standards in the new code, ~en project detis are
reviewed, either their project meets the requirements or it does not - there is less
negotiation. Developers who were accustomed to the former, more fletible system are
still reluctantly adapting to the new system but otier developer new to tie ~ea or those
who are used to similar regufatiom in other jurisdiction, appreciate the new code.
Relating the new mde to good design is a chrdlenge according to a developer of a project
th~ met the minimum standards but had obvious problems tith design.

me staff ad developers in Fort Coflins had some useti tiights for other jurisdiction
incorporadng tied-use provisiom into their ow codes:

●

●

●

●

●

●

Develop a strong poticy basis for nrixed-rrze through a comprehensive plan

Base the location of activity inters and supporting neighborhoods on
opdrnitig transportation system irrvestient.

~ from others’ mistakes--mezry jurisdictions have enacted tied-use
zoning districts; get tieir advice!

Usw in the right place are hti the batie; the other Mf is tending to the
detis of dmi~ ass, etc.

Use sound rsrben design principles to transition mixed-use neighborhoods and
adjacent “conventionW neighborhoods.

Resolve potential cotiicts titb other local government deDrrrtrnents/mencies
over issues such as street cross-setiom sto& dr-e, uh~ty placem~n~ and
fire protecdon reqrriremenk W can &wart rnixd-rsse, comp~t development.
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San Diego has a significant planning and implementation effort underway to promote
tied-use, transit-oriented development iu wnjurrction tith the efforts of the area tr~it
agency. The primary elemen~ of this effort ~e (1) the ‘(City of Villages” strategic
eIemerst of the city’s Oenerd Plan and (2) the ‘Transit First” strategy of the tirmsit
agency serving the San Diego area

San Diego is a ci~ of 1.25 million people encompmsiug 330 square miles and diverse
neighborhoods, The oldest town in Cdifomi~ it was founded in 1850, md its fit
comprehensive plarr ‘was Itid out in 1926, with a zoning ordimmce approved in 1931. The
city’s landscape sting is unique, having been built in md around a large canyon system.
b the 1950s, the formerly isolated mesa tops around the cayon began to be filled with
tract homes, factories, and highways. Domtowrr continued to be developed with civic
amenities such as a bafiont park stadiums, a Sea World aquariurrrr and theate~
however, the sensitive growth issues were on the ci~’s perimeler. where large numbers
of single-family homes and strip mds were being built.

Due to the city’s location bordering desert, tills, and the Pacific Ocean. it is dotted with
numerous sensitive ecosystems. By the 1970s, citizens of S.m Diego, perceiving the
vahse of the open space rem-g in and around the city, pxsed bond issues for
acquisition, they dso begsm to insist that plasmiug occur to ensure that public services
and ifiastruc~e wodd keep pace with growth. As a resul!, the tit> adopted a growth
mWagement plan to synchronize services and ifiastructure provision with the timing
and location of development

Pkmrrirrg in the city is similar to that in Montgomery County. [! is breed on a g~er~
plan that S* out the gosds, objectives, and policies of the city m I ,vho]e. Wi~ ~s
overarching’ frarnewor~ over 40 sub-areas have irrdividud communi!y plans. These
mrrununity plw together wrrstitute the Land Use Element of (he Gcnerti Pla and each
must be consistent with the other cornnusnity plasss and with all par~ or !he General Plan.

Transit in the metropoillv. Sw] Diego area is
planned, constructed. Lnd administered by the
Metropohtan Transi[ De\ elopment Board
(MTDB), Its board or direc[ors is appointed
by the local go~emmerrt agencies in the
service area. It is not ~n agency of the city
government of San Diego or the other area
Iocd governments: ho\s e\ cr. 10 coortiate its

gods with the actions of the local govermnentz ~t provides inpu! on tis impact of Iocd
government land use deeisiom on tirursit service.

Effo~ to promote tied-we development have been under way in San Diego since at
least the 1970s, including a transit-oriented desi~ (TOD) grridehrres adopted in 1992.
However, these initiatives were mostly voluntary in nature, and the resdts on the ~owd
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were disappotiting. Moreover, as street and highway mngestion worsmed, it became
increasingly appmem it wodd be firrarrcidly impossible for the city to btid its way
out of vehicrdar congestion. Additiondly, there were increasing mrrcems about public
hd~ including air qtiity end the effect of auto dependency on obesity and physid
fitiess. h response to time issues, the city undertook a major change in direction in
198 to reshape development patterns ad promote mixed-use development.

Designed to be a long-term strategy for accommodating predicted growth and
development, the new element is built around a “City of Villages” theme. It dls for
development to occur in tie form of “villages” charaetetied by high-qurdity till] and
compact new. development. Each village is intended to be a pedestrian-friendly
“community-oriented center where commercial, employment, and civic/educatiorrd us=
are integrated tith a variety of housing types and densities” along with si@cmt,
meaningful public sp~. It will link closely with the Metropohtarr Transit Development
Board efforts for expmion of transit service as a merars of improving quality of life.

We implementation is still a work h progress, the City of Sarr Diego has taken a
number of mncrete steps to make the new plan a reality, including

●

✎

●

●

Mapping village centers and creating master plrms for bee v~age centers,
The city has dso ammdd community plrms to designate Wage center sites,

Revising street standards to be more pedestiarr-tiendy and to accommodate
mixed-use development.

Drag two overlay zones for ‘implementation of tied-use and tmnsit-
onented development. The Urba Village Overlay will allow a greater
intensity and variety of uses in a compact pattern. The T-it Overlay will
implement revised tirmsit-orierrted development standards that will be more
mrmdatory instead of guidekes.

Revisions to existing commercial base zone districts to allow md promote
mixed-use development and Ml. They include pedestrian m~~tivity
requirements and parking reductions. The b~e zone districts are subject ordy
to administrative review,

~le the San Diego mixed-uze and transit-oriented development initiatives are sdll
works in progress, tie city’s experience offers some practid tips that shodd be use~ in
Montgomery County’s efforts:

Elimimteprocedural barriers to mixed-use development.
The produr= that developers must undergo to achieve mixd-use
development shotid, at a minim~ take no more time md effort ~
those tim maybe used for less desirable of development dl the better if a
fast-tiacking option exists.



Address developers’ concerns about risk and]trancing issues.
Ptierships *th and education of the development fmarrcing community
can address fiarrcing problems that may exist for irrnovative development
types, including mixed-use projects. Public-private partnerships show that
the Iocd govemrnerrt is serious about suppordrrg mixed-we development
and helping it succeed.

Limit the amount of competing development that an be built in a conventional
pattern.
me experience with the trarrsit-oriented design guidelines c~orrs that
innovative, mixed-use and tmrrsit-orimted projects are urdikely to Suaed
if nearby single-use, auto-dependent developmenfi are in competition to
attract tenants md customers Wgher ranges of density rmd irrtensi~, as
well, as bonuses, shordd be reserved for the most desirable development
typez.

Improve expectations with superlatiw demonstration projects.
Existing, poorly dezigrred mdti-family development may have left citizens
with a bad impression of higher housing densities. Likewise, experience
tith aging suburban strip mnrmercid zones a lead to resistance to
cornrnercid Ml. me well-designed proja can serve as a “shinirrg
example” W leaders and residents cm point to as a model for further
development.

Work to elimimte interdepar~ental conpicts,
Trfic engtieefig pficiples that favor movement of cars still tend to
cotiict with the new planning principles of the City of Villages vision.
Differences between dep~ents shordd be addressed and resolved;
otierwise they can lead to processing delays ad cofiictirrg directives to
apphcank.

fie klington Couty, VirginiA ease study is available from the M-NCPPC M.
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CONCLUSIONS @ RECOm~AmONS

Based on the interviews, code review, and backgourrd reports, we identiled three broad
categories of problems end issrrm that need to be addressed in revising the CMU district-
related provisions of the zoning ordinance:

1.

2.

3.

~le

Need for more spe~lc standards arsd
processes in tbe zoning ordinance to
make development mtiew more
efficient rrrrdpmdichble.

Lack of a hietichy of Ersciidems
mixed-use zone districts avtiable and tailored to encoumge mixed-use
development titi a major non-residentid component..

Uneven development quality and a plafissg field that is tilted towmds
standard singlessse development vemus mhed use.

this project was conceived to produce recommendations for Iwgeted revisions to
etisting CMU district regcdations ‘and procedures, it quickly became clear to the
consdting team that the current problems with those dstricts and development reviews of
co~ercid and indrrstrird projects are more systemic. ~cy \\i 11rcq uire a broader
response, ks fact, more piecemeal amendments to the zoning ord inmce on top of many
made in past years may be counterproductive.

Shoti-Tm I~rovemenrs

Nevetieles9, we believe that there are some amendments and ch~nges that cm be made
inunediately that will help patch tigs up in the CIMU distric~s for Lbeshon-temr wMe
the county considers more comprehensive revisions to the zoning ord[nmce. Keyed to
the tiee main issues hi~igbted above, these potenbd solutions incl udc

Probiem: Need for more specific stmdards
ordinsmce to make development
ptilctable.

Solutiosss:

and processes in the zonhg
review more e~cient and

* Finish proposed landscaping and tigktimg gsside[ties. Revise and codify
after 1-2 year testing period. Fold in efisttig regulations and guidelines
relating to errvironmentd and resource protection into the 7.oning ordinanw.
~s will help create more certtity in the development review process and
reduce the need for tinre-corrxurning negotiations on a project-by-project basis,
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o Create flow chrts to summarize decision-mtig processes md include time
“targets’’fir decision-making at each step. More clarity is needed as to’ the
steps in development process and role of groups Uke the Development Review
Committee (which is only referenced as the “subdivision review committee”
in tie Subdivision Ordinarrw).

o Processing Time Ta~ets. ~le mandatory limits on decision-making time
frames have not worked we~ in other jurisdictions, general, non-birrdiug
targets can instill more discipline in the process so that development reviews
tie place in a timely fashion. Current Development Review Committee
hearing date targets are a starting point for this effort.

● Enact an administrative modification provision that allows staff (or the
Planning Board) to approve minor mod~lcations (e.g., up to 10V.) of
standards and site plans. ~s wiIl be helpful, for example, where there is a
cotiict between s~dards and tie modification will resdt in better-designed
project with fewer impacts (e.g., forest mrrservation vs. zontig code open
space requirements; setback regdations). No pubhc hefigs are required to
garrt such modifications. Such provisions have been used very successfully
in communities like Fort Collins, Colorado.

Problem: Lack of a hierarchy of Euctid~ mixed-use zone distticts avsdlab~e
and ttioti to encourage mized-use development titi a major non-
resident component..

Solutions:

● Create a hierarchy of by-right mixed-use zone disticts with a substarstid non-
residential component that are mapped by the county in preferred mixed-use
development locations (e.g., the 1-270 Corridor). me new district shotid
provide seater incentives for mixed-use development with a si@fi~t nms-
residential element (e.g., a wider range of -
permitted uses) while ensuring that a
minimum ndx of uses and minimum
densities are achieved in desi~ated
locations.

. Etiminate obsolete CMU districts that
are not used, do not implement the
Master Pl~ or are inappropriate for
modem development, (However,
maintain obsolete district classification ody for aheady developed prope~es
to avoid creating non-conforming uses.) Consider mmbfig otier disticts
that have ordy minor differences in terms of uses or standards. For example,
tiere is very Iitie difference between the I-3 and 14 zone districts-they
shodd be combined New purpose statements are needed in dl districts to
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●

Problem:

help guide SW and appliwts in development reviews (especially those that
currend~ave none at d] such as the M zones), me old PD fine is a
good model in this regard according to M,

Revamp and shfik use Wts in d districts by categorizing uses by major
types (e.g., reti) insti of including long fists of specfic uses witi those
@es (hmdwme stores, appliance stores, wearing apparel stores, gift shops,
etc. which are d retail uses md are not subject currerrtiy to special
conditions). Aso, update and modernize use lists. Eliminate obsolete uses
and include modern uses (such as biotechnology fm with appropriate
patig requirements).

Uneven development qu~ty and uneven plafing field for mixed-use
developments.

Solutions:

. Implement site planning ~uirements for ALL major cmnmercid’ surd
irrdustrid projects to create a process by which substrmtive development
standards can be applied. Currerrtiy projects in some dtilcts (e.g., C-1; CBD
standard method) are not subject to site planning requirements, and as a restit
development qurdity has stiered in some instances -rding to M.
Additionrdly, by not rquiring site plans h three arm, developers are
encouraged to avoid tied-use md trarrsit districts that have such
requirements. Leveling the playing field is importarrt. Most jurisdiction
comparable to Montgomery County with site planning requirements apply
them across-th~board to d significant cornrnercid developments.

● “Codify development guidekea (&g., environmental) as noted above.
Apply to d] developments, not just tied-use and transit-oriented projects, to
level the playing field and remove inwntivcs to build standard single-use
projects. Remove procedurd disincentives for tied-use projects such as
requirement for a rezoning versus by-right Euclidean tied-use zones that are
mapped by county.

. Consider e-atig standard m~od of development that rdlows
developments to prod without site plan and subdivision plan review in
some irrstrm~, a situation that cars undermine achieving Master Plan
objectives. ~ is partictiarly important in the CBD districts where carefl
site pla and design review is critical to ensure high development qtity and
compatibility.

. Evaluate ttre n~ for the ti~consmning project ptan proms in fightof
stxengtbened subdivision proms and d~ad site plmr review procedure.
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Longm-Tm Rwkwrss
*.

However, as noted above, our rewnnaissozrce md discussions with staff and development
conummity representives reveal more serious, deeply rooted problems that need to be
addressed more thorou@y and metiodidly in the long term:

Problem: Need for specific guidelines and standards.

. Comprehensively refomat and morganti tie inning otirmce: Overall,
the mde is one of the most difficrdt to use and understand that the consultants
have reviewed, Apparently, as is the -e in marry jtisdictions, the mde has
ba updated md revised piecemeal over time, New provisions have been
added to addrezs new problems or opportunities, The resrdt is a document that
is poorly orgtized and hard to navigate. Related provisions are smttered
throughout the code and there are mtiicts in substitive provisions and
definitions and contradictory prowdurcs. h s- the mde is in serious need
of a comprehensive reformatting and reorgtization. (An ezarnple of a
modem code page format with illustration and flow charts is set forth in
Appendix A.) Once the code is reforrnatt~ the wunty shotid consider a
more modernized computtied format (such x the Visually hteractive Code
used in Henderso~ Nevad% which cazrbe view~ at w.vicgroup.mm) that
is tily searchable md includes d~tic illrsztrations of key concepts and
standards.

● Cod@ unwritten pracedm/pmwses. Prod~ and review pro~ses
that sze roudnely employed by staff are not reflwted in tie ordinanw. For
example, the Development Review Committee, which plays an irnpotit role
in the review process, is not mentioned in the zoning ordinance (the ordy
reference is to a “subdivision review committee’. in the subdivision
ordinance), ~ese produres shotid be dified and followed or eltiated.
Mormver, the wunty shordd mnsider adopting a limited number of standard
retiew processes tiat sre set forth in a single scetion of dre zoning ordinan~,
rather than the, mdtiplicity of processes (e.g.. site plw, project plans,
stidard method, optiorrd metiod) now stiered throughout the code.

. Rednce tie amount of procms ~rsid in * T=it Disfiets, which
repofiedly s~es off prospective developers. Aardirrg to s~ tie CBD
zones work much better, in part bemuse hey do not rqtire a rezoning as do
tie Transit Districts. Transit Districts shordd be adopted ~ by-right Euclidean
zones md mapped by the M-NCPPC with specific development standards to
implement county pbarnirrg pohcies.
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Problem: Lack of a hierarchy of Euclidean fied-me mne tistricts avdable
and tailo~ to encourage inked-use development tith a major non-
residentird component

solutions:

●

●

Problem:

Identiy and map preferred tied-use development locations. me
experierrmin both Fort Collins end San Diego teaches W a purely volrmtary
re@e of mixed-use distric& will tiely to produce significant resrdts very
quic~y. me county shodd cr~e new Euchdw mixed-use zone Wets,
identify those locations at which more intensive mixed-use developments are
esscntid or highly desirable (e.g., tr=it stops, 1-270 @rridor, freeway
titerchanges, m~or business pwks), and then consider mapping them.

Scruti~ eti@ home occupation ~lations to remove mmecesary
irn~dkerrts to hvework arrangements. me county currenfly has
stringent home occupation re~atiorrs relative to those in other jurisdictions
(e.g., omer must mtitairr a log of dl visits, no non-resident employees, etc.).
~=e remations shodd be examined caretily and modified to
accommodate home occupation uses, pardctiarly in the context of new
mixed-use developments tiat f-e live-work space. (According to ~ a
text amendment is under mnsideration regarding livework arrsngemerrts.)

Uneven development quality and uneven playing field for tied-use
developments

solutions:

. Enact modern development standards and apply rmiforndy. me code
contis few modem development review s~dards relating to issues like .,..
landscaping and lighting that help ensure qutity development. Some of these
exist outside tie code (e.g., forest mrrservation), As a resd~ most of these
issum are negotiated tiougb the site planning process which can be very
dme-constig-or developments shale through tithout having to addr~s
these issues adequately. fie county needs to take a hard look at standards md
guidelines in a variety of areas such m wildlife habitat protection pedestrian
connectivity, stree~caping, and tighting. Some of tis work is reportedly
abeady underway with rmpect to fighting and Iandsqing. Such standards
and guidelines shotid tien gmer~y apply to d developmersL not just
discrdorr~ approvals. Once guideltim are adequately tested for a year or
two (e.g., lands~ing aod iighting) tiey shotid be fi-trmed and retied.

Additiodly, while tie currant zoning ordtice devotes some 4@ pages to
off-street parbg ~drsrds, i~s b a page is devoted to detig and
~laining Critid iSSUH such as “pubhc facfities and amenities” and “pubhc
use space,” which are very tiportarst aspects of many developments. ~ese

I
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terms, among others, shodd be defied in quantitative terms where possible
and protiiorrs included that address locatio~ desi~ relationship to other
amenitiez/open space, etc. Illustrations shodd be included of preferred
facilities and open space design.

● Codify substantive gnidehes ad stidrrrds fmm mmter phs. Many
substantive development standards and guidelines ae contained in master
plans but are not reflected in the zoning ordinanm. However, these standards
ad guidelirrm become re@atoW in nature irr some instances bemuse tie
Pltig Cotision has the discretion to turn dow apphcations hat are not
in accord Mti the relevant pkus in several zone districts (e.g., ~D) and in
the subdivision ordinance. This causes a good dd of urrwrtainty for
developers and makes it diffictit for SW to administer the proms. The
county shodd make a ~nwrted effofi to incorporate standards and guidelines
that are contied in the plans as re@ations in the zoning ordinmce. To the
extent such standards and guidelines remain in the plans or are contained in
future plans, they shodd be drafted in as specfic, qcrantilable terms as
possible, not vague hortatory lacrgurrge (e.g., if new development is to be
“compatible” with existing neighborhoods, the plans shordd defie what is
meant by comptibtiity in tiat specific wntext.)

● Explore design standards for tiasitiond areos -rsnd new mix~-me
developments to ensure compadbility with existing” conventional
neighborhoods. Experierrw in San DiWo and other communities tit bve
promoted mixed-use developments make clear that design standards W
address heighg bd~ setbacks, archited f-es, and similar
considerations a be very helpti in winning acceptance of large mixed-use
projeck by neighboring existing residential ar~.

The chrdlenges that the county staff, developer, md citizens-at-large face in using the
zoning ordintice are substarrtid. The solutions recommended here we abitious and
will take a significant commitment in terms of time end resources. k making any such
changes, the fact needs to be kept in mind that tie county has done mmy things right in
reviewing and encouraging new development. The county has mmy exempl~
developments, and its quality of life is viewed with envy and ~on by lod officisds
from other jurisdiction in the region end natiorrdly. With that in mind, any changes and
revisions shodd be sure to titrrin the strengths of tie existing development review
system.
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Page formatig mample
Examples of ~wtitiom aad graptics
Exaples of flow ch-
Smm~ use tible example
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SMART GROWTH DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS:
BENEFITS Am CONSEQUENCES FO~ONTGOMERY COUNTY, MAR~A~

Clarion Associates

April 2002

I. INTRODUCTION

“Smart GrowtW hm become the rallying cry
national ly for many communities and state
governments as an approach to managing
growth in a thoughtful and methodical
fashion. The State of Maryland has been a
leader in this are~ having adopted ambitious
Smart Growth legislation in 1992 and 1997.
Collectively, these initiatives aim to direct
state resources to revitalize older developed
areas, preserve some of Maryland’s valuable
resources and open space lands, and to
discourage the continuation of sprawling
development into, rural areas. Smart growth
has become tie new paradigm for land
development and groWh management in
Maryland, and the principles of smart
growth have been embraced by a diverse
number of organizations, citizen groups, and
communities interested in finding innovative
solutions to the unintended consequences of
groWh,

But exactly what does Smart Growth mean
at the local level? What are some of the key
principles behind Smart Groti? How can
Smart Growth be implemented at the local
level? What me the benefits and potential
consequences of applying Smart Growth –
based standards in the development review
process? Will the market accept Smart
Growth regulations?

This report, part of a zoning code rewrite
project initiated by the by the Montgomery
County Council and the Montgomery

County Department of Park& Planning of
the Maryland-National Capital Park &
Planning Commission, addresses these
issues. It first presents an overview of the
guiding principles of Smart GroMh, drawn
from a variety of sources including the
state’s Smart Growth legislation and
programs. Next it examines the potential
benefits of adopting Smart GroWh programs
at the local level, such as reducing trafic,

providing housing chc)ices, and preserving
open SPJCC. \Ve oIs(l look at potential
conscqucrrccs-li]r example, rising land
costs and rcgulatt>n gridlock. In other
words, whu[ arc the potential strengths and
weaknesses of local smart growth programs?
Finally, the report examines the issues of
political and market acceptance of Smart
Growth, forces that need to be understood in
revising zoning regulations to reflect Smart
Growth goals.
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II. THE P~CIPLES OF

S~RT GROWTH
DE~LOPMENT

Smart groti has come to mean many
things to different people. To take Smart
GroWh gods into account in revising
Montgomery County’s development codes:
it is important to understirrd the key
principles behind the concept. We have
distilled the following Smart Growth
principles from a variety of sources
including the Maryland Department of
Planning and the American Planning
Association. 1They begin to provide a
roadmap to the changes that will be needed
in the county’s zoning code to achieve the
objectives of Smart Groti.

SWT GROWTH PMNCIPLES

. Compact Growth and Preservation of Open Space~nvironmental Resources

. Mix of Uses

. Cost Efficient Provision of Public Services and Infrastructure

. Quali~ Design, Comrnuni~ Character, and Sense of Place

. Transportation Options

. Housing Choices

. Efficient, Predictable Development Process

‘ Mqlmd Depment of Planing, “What Is Sm~
GroMh; (2002~ me Principles of Smti DevelODmen<
Ameticm Plmning Association PAS Repofi No. 479

, ( 1998~ “G.ides for Susminable Community
Development” me Florida Center For Community Desi@
and Resmch at the Univcnity of Souti Florida (2002 -
Online); “’Smti Groti: More Efficient Lad Use
Mmagemenc” Victoria TmToti Policy Intiilutc (2002.
Online)
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I COMP-G SMART GROW~ * SPRAWL I
Smart Growth Sprawl

HigherDensity, clustered development Low-density development

Infill (brownfield) development Urban periphev (Green field) development
Mixed land me Lwge are= of homogeneous land use

I
Multi-modal tmnsponation md land use patterns Automobile-oriented tianspo~ation and land use patterns,
that suppofl watking, cycling and public transit poorly suited for walking, cycling and Wamit

Stieeb designed to accommodate a variety of S@ees designed to maimize trafic volume and speed,
activities. Tra~c calming.

r
Planned and coordinated be~een jurisdictions and Unplanned, with little coordination beween stakeholders
stakeholders

I
Emphmis on the public reah (smeetscapes, Emphasis on the private reah (yards, shopping malls, gated
pedestrian environment, public parks, public communities, private clubs).
facilities).

!
Source: “Smti GroWh: More Efficient Land Use Management; Victoria Transpofi Policy Inmimte (20024nline)

Compact Growth:

Concentrate growth in and adjacent to
existing developed mess. Avoid Ieapfiog
development into mrd areas.

Perhaps the prim~ tenet of Smti Groti
is to focus development in existing
communities and neighborhoods to take
advantage of existing itiastmctwe and
avoid sprawling out into mal areas in a
fashion that chews up open space, farmland,
md environmentally sensitive seas.
Compact growth also usually assumes
higher overall density developments that
tend to be more walkable, provide the
critical mms needed to suppoti retail and
comercial uses, reduce air pollution, and
suppofi alternative modes of transposition,
An emerging benefit of compact growth is

that it promotes public health in a vaiew of
ways including better air and water qua~ty
md oppofiunities for walking and other
physical exercise.

Impotiantly, Smafi Growth does not
eliminate urban expansion or suburban
development. Rather, it changes the na~re
of such development to help achieve
resource efficiency and community
character goals.

Mix of Uses:

Encowage developments with a mix of
residential, commercial, institutional and
other uses that increase choices for people in
living, working, and playing. Avoid Iuge
islands of single-use development in
business paks and residential subdivisions.

4



cookie-cutter developments with featires
that cater to the auto rather than people.

This principle is based on the premise that
locating houses, stores, ofices, schools and
other uses in close proximity to one another
will promote independence of movement,
reduction of auto use, housing choices, and
lively places.

Cost Efficient Use of Public Services and
Infrastructure:

Smart growth means favoring developments
in neighborhoods and areas where people
and businesses till use existing
services/facilities like schools, water and
sewer lines, emergency services, and roads,
Avoid costly extension of services to
greerdield sites.

This principle calls for directing growth into
areas that will make full use of existing
urban services that is not ody more cost
efficient tian extending new services
outside urban growth areas, but draws on the
assets of existing neighborhoods and
communities, and supports neighborhood
revi~imtion efforts.

Quality Design and Community
Character:

Build new developments to fit people, not
the automobile. Create lively, interesting
living and work environments. Avoid

Detailed, human-scaled design is an
important principle of smart growth
development in that it tends to increase
community acceptance of compact, mixed-
use development. Attention to a building’s
massing, scale and orientation, along with
effective landscaping and architec~rd
details, contribute to the successful
compatibility between diverse uses and
building types.

Designing safe, attractive streets that are
balanced for pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles, promotes pedestrian movement
and also leads to a greater sense of
community through informal interactions
with neighbors. Community safety is also
improved with attractive, pedestrian-friendly
street design.

Finally. gt}(ld design can help create
attract iVC.Iivel y spaces that provide places
for people In gothcr and interact.

Transportation Options:

To reduce over-dependence on the auto, take
steps to encourage alternative forms of
transportation and land uses that support
bicycling, walking, and mass transit.
Implement policies to make drivers pay the
full cost of using automobiles, Avoid

5
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developments that are heavily iuto-
dependent.

This development principle calls for
alternative modes of transportation, reducing
trtilc congestion, and making
neighborhoods safer, Compact, mixed use
development patterns, connected by a safe,
convenient network of streets and sidewalks,
encourage:

● Walking, cycling, and transit as
viable alternatives to driving;

● A variety of alternative travel routes,
thereby dispersing traffic and
lessening congestion; and

● Lower traffic speeds, making
neighborhoods safer.

Housing Choices:

Encourage developments and land use
patterns hat offer a variety of housing
choices to an increasingly diverse
population. Avoid islands of residential .
developments with few housing types (e.g.,
only single-family detached).

Our society is becoming increasingly
diverse in terms of age, etbnicity, income,
and lifestyles. Smart Growth developments
reflect this diversity by providhg a range of
housing choices in a variety of locations.
Smart gro~h developments avoid large
pods of a single housing type, but rather

offer a variety of single-family and multi-
family development forms (e.g., detached,
townhomes, zero-lot Iine homes, apartments,
etc.).

An Efficient, Prcdictablc Development
Process:

Because Sman Gro\vth involves a greater
level of invc,l\cmcnt in Ibc development
process (ban unfct[crcd groWh, particular
attention rnus[ hc p:lid to ensuring that
development rcvic\v processes are efficient
and predic[;]hlc. hot aI the same time flexible
to address specific site issues. Avoid vague
development s!~ndurds und lengthy, highly
negotiated rcvic\\ proccsscs

This principle rcct,goizcs !hc important role
that Iocul kmd usc rcguiotions will play in
facilitating Sn)Jn ( ircl~vttldevelopment.
Frustrating. c{,sII!. :md time-consuming
delays arc oflcn cilcd h! both developers
and planners JS h:irricrs I() more innovative
development and design. In a recent
roundtablc d iscussitln \vith developers in
Montgomery C(,un[}. participants agreed
that one reason thut dcvclopcrs shied away
from mixed-use projects was that zoning
regulations lacked spcci fic standards and
guidelines, which made the process too
subjective and difficult to get through. A
similar discussion with county staff
confirmed that the lack of standards and
guidelines tended to increase the uncertainty
of the review process, and contributed to a
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more burdensome workload for staff.
Changes in the zoning code can help address
some of these regulatory barriers.

In. THE BENEFITSAND
CONSEQUENCES OF SMART
GROWTH

There continues to be considerable debate
over the benefits ‘md consequences of Smart
Grotih development. Proponents argue
forcefully that the total economic, social,
and environmental benefits of Smart Growth
are real and substantial. They cite studies
showing increased transit use, protected
natural resources, and consumer preferences
for coordinated planning and smart growth
amenities such as public spaces, walkable
neighborhoods and improved access to
transit.

Critics are quick to proffer evidence that
smart groWh has not lived up to the “hype”
of decreasing congestion or improving air
quality. They maintain that in some cases it
has actually increased traffic congestion,
raised housing and land costs, and created
unmarketable housing products and
commercial spaces.

This section provides an overview of the
supposed benefits’ of smart groWh and some
of the potential negatives. It concludes that
the weight of evidence and opinion is that
Smart Growth offers some modest, but
nevertheless importmt potential benefits to
communities in terms of reduced
dependence on automobiles, reduced
infrastructure costs, md protection of open
space, among others.

Decreased Dependency on Automobile
Trave~ecreased Congestion:

One of the most hotly debated issues is
whether Smart Groti redly reduces
dependence on the automobile or reduces

traffic congestion. wile there is evidence
going both ways, overall it appears that
communities can expect a modest decrease
in the amount of tra~c associated with
development in a compact scenarie
perhaps in the 3-5% range.

Reduction in Vehicle Miles Traveled

Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are increasing
nationwide. Three factors have contributed
to this growt~hanging demographics,
growing automobile dependence, and longer
travel distances. Since sprawl development
patterns create longer travel distances and

dependence on the auto, Smart Growth
advocates assert they add to VMT. This
position is supported by numerous studies
linking lower vehicle miles traveled to more
compact, mixed-use development patterns.
A 1990 study in the San Francisco Bay area
and a 1994 report on 28 other communities
found that a doubling of residential densities
produced 16 percent fewer vehicle miles
traveled.’ A 1997 study by the Urban Land
Institute confirmed that as densities increase,
per capita vehicle miles of travel decline,
although other research indicates that the
amount of reduction in a region is closely
tied to the magnitude of existing
development to new.] The more an area is

2 Hol@law, J. 1W4. Using Residential Porterm and
Tramit 10Decreme Auto Dependencea“d Costs. Sm
Fmncisco,CA: Natural Resources Dciensc Council,
3 Dunphy, R.T.; D.L. Brett, S. Rosenb loom; md A. Bald.
1997. Moving BeyondGridlock: Traflc ond Deve/opmem.
Wmhington, DC: ULI-Urbm Lad Institute,
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already developed, the less new
development patterns will add to VMT.
Finally, an influential study by Professor
Robert Cervero, a leading transportation
expert, found that segregation of uses and a
leapfrog development pattern were both
linked to increased VMT.’

Increased Share of Trios by Alternative
Modes. Fewer by Auto

Smart Growth supporters maintain that
compact, mixed-use development patterns
will reduce the need for most trips to be
made by auto compared to lower density
development with spatially segregated land
uses. Again, this position finds significant
support in the research literature. For
example, an extensive study by Parsons
Brinckerhoff in 1996 found that residents of
denser, more mixed-use neighborhoods were
more likely to go by transit or to walk for all
types oftrips,s Another part of this project

showed that higher residential densities in
rail corridors and higher employment
densities increase rail use. These
conclusions were supported by a study of
the importance of commercial
establishments to encouraging walking trips
in several Austin neighborhoods. It found
the total savings in auto travel by
households to be small, but statistically
significant and increased with the number
and variety of stores.6

Another project undertaken for the Federal
Highway Administration in Los Angeles
concluded that urban design and land use

“ Cemcro, Robc& md Kmg-Li Wu. IW6. ccSubcentering
md Commuting: Evidence from lbe Sm Fmcisco Bay
Are% 1980-1990.” Paper p~scnted at the 1996 TRED
Conference on Transpotiation md Lmd Use. Cmbridgc,
MA: Lincoln InSitite. October.
s ParsonsBrinckerhoff Quadc md Douglm. 1996c.
“Influence of hd Use Mix md Neighborhood Design on
Trmsit Demmd.” Unpublished rcpoti for TCW H- 1
project. W=tington DC: Tmsit Coopcmtive Rescwch
Progm, Tmsponation Rese=ch Bowd. Mwh.
6 Susm Hmdy, “Urbm Fom & Pedeswim Choices:
Smdy of Austin Neighborhoods, T~spoflation Research
Review (1996).

characteristics that can be controlled “by
local govemrrtents can influence a person’s
choice of commuting mode. The findings
demonstrate that transportation demand
management programs and transportation
alternatives, combined with opportunities to
accomplish mid-day errands without having
to drive, reduce the use of single-occupant
vehicles for commuting by at least 3 percent.
The greatest reduction was realized in areas
with an aesthetically pleasing urban
character.’ An ITE study of mixed-use
developments in Colorado found that peak
hour ITE rates should be reduced by 2.5
percent when applied to mixed use
developments.’ A National Cooperative
Highway Research Program report reached
similar conclusions. It identified a direct
relationship between the proximity of
services to ofices and the propensity of the
workers to walk to their midday
destinations. Generally if the walk distance
was less than 2,000 feet, a higher number of
midday walk trips took place.9

Another interesting report prepared for
Montgome~ County in 1993 by a
consulting team led by Sasaki Associates,
“Transit and Pedestrian Oriented
Neighborhoods Design Study; found that
fewer workers in transit and pedestrian
oriented neighborhoods in several Maryland
communities drove to work done than in
other nearby neighborhoods—by margins of
from 9-1 5%. “And numbers taking transit
were 1-80/oabove hose in adjacent
neighborhoods.

7 Cmbridge Syslematics, Inc., “Effecs of Lmd Use md
Demmd Management on Tm~c Congestion &
Trmspo~tion Eficiency? Fedeml Highway
Administmtion (1994),
8 Instimte of Tmfftc Engi”een, “Trip Ge”eratio” For
Mixed-Use Developments; ITE Journal, Febm~ 1987.
q K,G. Hooper, “Tmvel Chaacleristics at Large-Scale
Suburbm Activity Centem; Repofl #323, National
Coopemtive Highway Research Progrm, Tmspotition
Research Bo=d ( 1989).
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The findings of numerous other studies are
well-summarized by Kenwofihy and
Newmsm who compared automobile travel
growth in central, inner, and outer
neighborhoods:

“It is clear that the level of
automobile use is not simply a matter
of how wealthy people are, but is
also heavily dependent on the
structure of the city and whether
transport options are available other
than the automobile. Thus as cities
become more dispersed and lower in
density towards the edges; the level
of compulsory automobile use rises
markedly, regardless of income.’””

Contraw View

While there is a significant amount of
empirical evidence that Smart Growth
development patterns have a modest, but
impoflmt impact on VMT and reduction in”
the use of autos, there area number of
studies that contradict this conclusion.

As discussed above, supporters of Smart
Growth often maintain that street design—
specifically an interconnected grid pattern-
-canreduce auto travel and encourage
walking. However, a 1998 study by Crane
and Crepeau concludes “there is little
empirical 6r theoretical support for these
claims . . .our data do not generally support
the argument that the neighborhood street
pattern, the single most implemented traffic
feature .of the new urbanism, has any
significmt effect on car or pedestrian travel
when controlling for land uses and densities
around the trip origin, trip costs, and traveler
characteristics.’’”

IO ~e”wotihy, ,, ~d p. Newmm. 1993. Au/omObi/e

Depcnde”ce: The irresistible Force? Murdoch Univemity,
Institute for Science and Technology Policy.
II ~mdaII Cme & Richmd Crepeau, “Does NeighbOdroOd

Design Influence Tmvel?” University of Ca!ifomia

Tmspomtion Center, No. 374(1999),

h The Weakenin~ Transporta/ion-Land Use
Connection,’2 G~neviev~ Giuliano,
Professor of Urban and Regional Planning at
the University of Southern California,
concluded that transit’s influence on land
use and urban development patterns was
weakening. In her analysis of Portlands
LUTRAQ study, the author found that the
city’s land use policies appeared to have
little impact on travel outcomes. “Most of
the observed change is due to the TDM
(Transportation Demand Management)
policies, rather than to the land use and
trarrsit policies. \llitllout TDM, travel
impacts of the LU1’WQ alternative are
minor. ”13

Giuliano concludus. “ifthe aim is to reduce
environmenttil d:mlagc generated by
automobiles. Ihc effective remedy is to
directly price und regulate autos and their
use, not land USC.II the uim is to reduce
metropol iton spat ial segmentation, the
effective remedy is tt>expand the range of
housing and cmplt,ymcn[ choices, not travel
choices. ”‘“

Other studies point i,ut ihtit commuting
times in spra\\ I dc\clilpnlcnts are actually
reduced comp:trcd (t, nlorc dense settings.
While the sllhurh:m c,mlrnute time is not
shorter in dislancu. it is {lftcn shorter in time
due to higher speeds. :\nd over time, the
contrarians assert Ihat nc\v businesses will
locate near rcsidcnccs, f-urther reducing
travel times.

Finally, critics of Smart GroWh argue that
state and local g{~vcmrncnts actually have
lower transportation costs under a sprawl
scenario because much of the cost of
building and opemt ing highways and streets
is paid for by gas taxes and licensing fees.
In contrast, transit users are typically heavily

‘z Genevieve Giulimo, The Weakening Tmsponation-
Lmd Use Connection (1995), Access 2-IO.
13 Id. P, g.
14lditll,
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subsidized. Additionally, an asralysis of the
total cost of travel for ten diyerse,
prototypical trips in Boulder, Colorado,
showed that the automobile is clearly the
least costly means of travel for trips between
dispersed, low-density destinations,
particularly during off-peak hours. This is
true because they can take direct routes, are
faster, and allow drivers to avoid waiting
times. Only the auto can offer the
convenience of door-to-door transportation,

Protection of Open Space, Agricultural
Lands, and Sensitive Natural Areas

Numerous studies have documented the
sigfificarrt loss of agricultural lands and
sensitive natural areas to current
development patterns. The leading series of
studies by Professor Robert Burchell of
Rutgers University looked at the
comparative amounts of farmland and
fragile environmental lands consumed under
alternative development scenarios in South
Carolina, Michigms, Kentucky, Delawwe,
and New Jersey. The savings ran from 20
percent to 40 percent, favoring the planned,
compact development scenario. Is A similar
study of compact versus low-density growth
in the San Francisco Bay area came up with
similar results, with an even greater savings
of wetlands and steep-slope areas. On the
local level, there is no better example of the
potential benefit of compact growth than in
the State of Oregon where the adoption of
urban growth boundaries and the creation of
protective zones outside of them have led to
the protection of 25 million acres farm and
forest lands, since 1973.16 Interestingly,
there has been a significant loss of such
lands * the growth boundaries.

‘5 See, forexmple, Robefi W. Bmchell, “Sourb Cmoiina
Infwmcture Smdy: Projections of S&tewide
[nfmmcl”re Cos& 1995-201Y (1997).
“ “Once There Were Green fields: Natuml Resources
Defense Council md Sutiace Tmspomtion Policy Projec<
I999.

A number of studies also show that the
viability of farming near scattered. sprawl
settlements is reduced by the dificulty of
farming near residential subdivisions. Real
estate sales also often reduce the size of

farms, thus limiting the realization of

economies of scale, 17

Several case studies suggest that local open
space acquisition programs have not been
sufficient to offset the loss of agricultural
lands associated with sprawl. About 3 acres
of farmland and open space were lost for
each acre acquired. This causes the amount
of undeveloped open space per capita to fall
at least 25 percent and sometimes more, ‘g

Contrarv Views. Perhaps the strongest
argument against compact development
from an open space perspective is that low-
density development tends to provide more
open space directly accessible to individual
households in the form of larger private
yards. Personal open space continues to be
high on the list of desires of most Americans
according to surveys conducted by Fannie
Mae.” According to these surveys,
prospective homeowners want not only
yards, but also yards on all sides. Moreover,

17 ~urchell, et ~1,The Costs of SD~W] - Revisited,

Tmnspotition Research Bored (1998), p. 75.
18 Discussed in Clmion Associates, ccTheCOStSOf SP~Wl
in Pennsylvani&” JmuaW 2000, p. 42.
19 “Suwey of Residential Satisfaction of Housi”s
OccupmB? W%hington, D.C.: FedemlNationalMotisage
Association(19S5-96).
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current surveys also indicate that single- infrastructure, Three major research studies
family detached housing is more popular have concluded that construction costs for
than it was a decade ago, roads, utilities, and schools casr be up to 25

percent lower under planned grotih,
Reduces Public Infrastructure Investment compact development scenarios that avoid
costs sprawl. These findings we summarized in

There is strong evidence from around the the following table:

nation that Smart Growth development
patterns result in lower costs to build public

Relative Construction Costs for Public Infrastructure
Under Sprawl versus Planned/Compact Development

InfrastructureCost Sprawl PlannedDevelopment
Category

Planned
Development Cost Index Development
Cost Index (O/. Relative to Sprawl) Blended Cost Index

(“A Relative to
Duncan Burchell Frank Sprawl)

Roads (bCal) 100QA 40% 74-88”A 73% ‘750h
Utilities (SewerNater) 1000/. 60% 86-93”A 66”/. 800A
Schools 100% 93% 970/. 990/. 95”A
Other (Police, Fire, and 1007. 102“/0 NIA 100”A 100%
Rescue Stations)
Sources: Economicand Fiscal COSO(and Benefits) of Sprawl, Robert W. Burchell; 29 Urban Lawvcr 2, p. 159
(Spring 1997); Robert W. Burchell studies (1 992-1997); James Duncan, “The Search for Efficient Urban
Growth Patterns,” Florids Department of Community Affairs (July 1989); and James Frank, “The Costs of
Alternative Development Patterns,n Urban Land Institute (1989).

In her study, The Economics of Urban
Form, Pamela ~lais estimates that in the
Toronto region, if the present low-density
form of development continues (26
persons/acre), future groti till require $90
billion in capital investment in new
infrastructure over the next 25 years.
Mtematively, the study found that if more
compact urban forms (60 persotiacre) were
adopted, the Toronto region could save
beWeen $700 million and $1 billion in
external costs associated with emissions,
health care, accident policing, and capital,
operating, and maintenance costs.

On a more local basis, mmy studies from
different jurisdictions demonstrate that
residential development typically does not
“pay” its own way in terms of services
demanded compared to local tax revenues,
For example, a study of eleven rural

Pennsylvania tomships showed that, on
average, township expenditures for
community services and schools for
residential land outweighed the revenues the
townships received from such use. The
order of magnitude of this negative fiscal
impact ranged up to 1:2 (for every $1 in
revenues, $2 in expenditures). Another
study from Pennsylvania conducted by
Tischler & Associates of Maryland assessed
the fiscal impact of providing township

services under three different residentird
development scenarios.20 The urban infill
scenario (tith lot sizes of 5,000 to 15,000
square feet) resulted in tremendous cost
savings compared to a “sprawling
subdivision” alternative (scattered
subdivisions of 1 acre average) or a

20 ~a”l Ti~chler, “Fi~~al jmpact Analysis of R=idential

Development Alternatives, Lmc~ter Co”nV, PA,, (t 993 &
t 998).
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“sporadic development” scenario (random
development pattern with lots from % to 20
acres). me annual deficit per household
was $40 for urban irrfill, $147 for the
sprawling subdivision, and $1,133 for
sporadic development.

Contram View

A number of studies point out correctly that
operating costs for road maintenance and
schools in older cites are much h]gher than
in suburban communities. As concluded in
the Cost of Sprawl—Revisited (1998), the
research “indicates that without taking into
account what services are delivered and by
whom+ perating costs, whatever they are
comprised of, appear to be less in
jurisdictions of low density than in
jurisdictions of high density.”z’

Additionally, Smart Growth skeptics assert
that infrastructure costs for sprawl
development may be higher initially, but
could dimitish over time with infill.

Promotes Quality of Life and Communi@
Character

A variety of studies and reports assert that
Smart Growth development promotes a
higher quality of life and community
character in a number of ways:

. Compact higher density
developments are more attractive

. Sprawl development patiems lead to
a weakened sense of community

. Compact development patterns lead
to less air and water pollution

. Sprawl development increases stress
and leads to a less healthy lifestyle

. Smart Growth helps protect historic
resources.

Critics of low-density, dispersed
development decry its ugliness. Visual

21 ~“rC~eII,~,aI,The COSISof SDmwl- Revisited,

Tmspontion Resewch Bowd (1998), p. 75.

preference surveys that have been used to
gauge the reaction to sprawl typically show
that individuals favor traditional
commrmities over sprawl developments. On
the other hand, the literature fails to indicate
any sigtificarrt causal relationship between
sprawl and aesthetically less-pleasing Iow-
density development. Indeed, in one survey
in the early 1990s, Americans favored
homogeneous neighborhoods over mixed
ones by a margin of two to one.T2

On the other hand, there is more evidence

that Iow-density developments do weaken a

sense orcomrnunity or make building a

sense of community more difficult. One
study sho\vcd that residents in low-density
areas rely mnrc on [heir cars for shopping
and rccrcatinn [rips and thus are less likely
to develop conlucts and friendships with
neighbors.:: Arr(>thcr study assessed the
psychological sense of community across
different ncigh~)rhoods and housing
conditions in Columbus, Ohio, and found
that residcrrls (lf mi xed-use areas had
significantly more sense of community than
residents of single- fm]lily neighborhoods .24

22 ~ *OO~”Ut Ig~~, ..Ncotraditional Town Plming: .rhe

Test of the Market place.” Urban Land51, 6:12-17.
n Nmm, Jack L., and David A. Julim. 1995. “The
Psychological Sense of Community in the Ncighbofiood?’
JOurml ofthe American Planning Association61, 2:178-
1S4.
z, ThOm= G[yn”. I 9SI. “Psychological sense Of

Communi@ Me~urcmenl and Application? Human
Relat;om 34, 7:789-818.
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Having said that, evidence from as far back
as the 1950s ~erbert Gans) indicates that
some dense areas lack community while
some suburban arem have it.

Experience does show that Smart Growth
development patterns are likely to result in
less air and water pollution. The current
rates of VMT growth in Maryland and
nationally, and the increase in the number of
auto trips that are associated with outlying
low-density development, are significant
contributors to ozone and other air
pollutants. Much of the air pollution from
automobile trips comes in the few minutes
after the engine starts-up to 6470 by U.S.
EPA estimates. By eliminating short trips,
compact development can significantly
reduce such emissions.

With regard to water pollution, a technical
study of the Chesapeake Bay and Watershed
showed that a concentrated development
pattern would result in reductions of up to
50 percent in sedimentation, nitrous oxides,
and water consumption compared to a
disperse~sprawl pattem.25

Several studies have also made the case that
suburban sprawl development patterns are
less healthy. Environmental health experts
at the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention recently published a report that
asserts suburbs are designed in such an auto-
oriented fashion that residents don’ t
participate regularly in physical activity like
biking and walking.26 This was particularly
true of school children who are far less
likely to walk or bike to school than 20
years ago. Less exercise leads to obesity
and associated physical ailments, The same

‘s Burchell, et al, “Water Pollution Impact Technical
Repo$” Governor’s Commksion on Growth in the
Chesape&e Bay Region, Ma~lmd OtiW of Plmning
(191),
26 Richard Jackson& Chris Kochti&y, fCr~ting A
Healthy E“viro”ment me hpact of the Built
Environment on Public Health; Spmwl Watch
Clmringhouse (2002),

study chronicled the problems of air
pollution associated with increasd auto
travel and increases in VMT. Increased air
pollution has had serious adverse health
effects, for example, increasing the
incidence of asthma. The report concludes,
“it seems imperative that new transportation
options be developed and implemented in
order to help alleviate the public health
problems related to worsening air quality.. .“
Other studies cite stress related to longer
commuting times as another adverse health
effect of low-density sprawl development.

Contrarv View

On the other hand, the National Association
of Homebuilders has severely criticized
some of these reports, pointing out that the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
published another study. in September 2001
that showed suburbanites are the healthiest
people in the country, exercising more and
living longer that residents of rural and
urban areas.

Moreover, critics of Smart Growth point out
that sprawl suburban development typically
has lower crime rates than more dense urban
developments. Statistics do appear to
indicate that urban residents experience
higher rates of crime than their suburban or
rural counterparts. However, other research
has found that there is no significant
relationship between crime and density.
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Responds to Diverse Housing Needs

As documented in the companion report to
this study, Characteristics of the 21s’
Century Wor@lace: Land Use Implications

for Montgomey Coun~, no single type of
housing can sewe the varied needs of the
diverse households that are expected to
emerge in the 2 lS1Century. Advocates
maintain that Smti Growth development
will address this situation in several ways.
First, mixed-use developments will be
designed to provide a range of housing
types-single family, townhomes, and
multifamily on a variety of lot sizes.
Second, because Smart Growth
developments tend to be denser, housing
within them will be more affordable.

These arguments are supported by major
studies by Professor Burchell that focused
on New Jersey and Michigan.27 They are the
ody studies to look at overall housing costs
in a larger area governed by managed
growth (at the state or regional level), where
development would be restricted in certain
locations (e.g., environmentally sensitive
lands) will encouraged in others (areas with
existing or excess infrastructure capacity).
These large-scale studies developed housing
cost models to estimate the likely housing
price increases in the more restricted
outlying areas and the likely housing price
decreases in targeted growth areas (due to
their inherent higher densities and the
proposed housing type mix+. g., more
attached housing), Under the planned
development scenarios in Burchell’s studies,
more housing would be built in core areas
than in more rural, outlying areas, The
studies concluded that overall private

27 *“rc~e,,, Rabe” W. 1992b. /mpacf Assessmentoflhe
NewJersey In/erim StOIeDevelopmentad Redevelopment
P/uq Report 1[1:Supplement.1AIPLAN Assessment.
Trenton: New Jeney Offtce of Stile Plmning; ad
Burchell, Robcfl W. 1997a. Fiscal Impacts of Alternative
Lad Devel.pme”f Pa/Ierm in Michigan: me COSISof
CurrentDevelopment VersusCompactGrowth. Southeti
Michigm Regional Council of Govemmenrs.

housing costs under the planned growth
scenarios would be between 2 percent and 8
percent lower than under the sprawl
development scenarios. Thus comrnrmities
and regions concerned with the affordability
of their housing stock could realize savings
through the use of less land per home.

Contrw View

In contrast, several studies conducted in the
1980s found that the imposition of
residential growth controls, such as annual
building permit caps, does have an adverse
impact on housing prices compared to
homes located in similar communities
without such controls.” However, these
studies only focused on land use controls
that constricted supplies, not Smart Growth
programs that promoted housing
development in existing areas while
restricting it on the periphe~.

N. POLITICALAm MAKET
ACCEPTANCE OF SMART
GROWTH

The weight of evidence to date demonstrates
that Smart Growth can indeed have positive
impacts on trtic reduction, open space
preservation, and other benefits. But what
about the politics of Smart Growth+o state
and local oficials have the stomach to
impose regulations that mean changing the
way the development business operates?
And what of consumers~o they prefer
Smart Growh developments over the low-
density, sprawling development patterns that
have predominated the last 30 years?

A number of new desi~ concepts have
emerged in recent years that promote many
of the Smart Growth development
principles. Transit-oriented development

28 Cited in Clxion Associates “The Cos& of Spra\vl in
Pennsylvmi%,> Denver, CO (2000), p. 26.
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(TOD), new urbanism, and neo-traditional
neighborhoods are the’most popular design
concepts that support the underlying
principles of mixed use, compact
development, and high densi~ itilll
housing,

This section discusses the political obstacles
to Smart Grotih, market acceptance of
certain Smart Growth features and new
design concepts like neo-traditional
development, and the development
community’s skepticism about Smart
Growth development.

Political. Obstacles

Although an increasing number of local
elected officials and plWners support the
concept of Smart Growth, there are a
number of concerns that they must deal
with. These include federal regulations,
pressures for economic development,
property rights advocates, and NIMBYism,
that often dominate local policy making, and
ultimately become barriers to Smart Growth.

At a national conference on Smart Growth
sponsored by the Urban Land Institute,29
Terry Kauffman, Chairman of the Board of
Commissioners for Lancaster County, PA,
cited the following political barriers to
Smart Growth in his community:

29 Urbm Land Instimte, National Policy Fomm, Smm
Grotih Policy md Pmctice. Nov. 19, 1998. Meeting
Summ~ Notes.
(hfim//\vww.uli. orM.bPaee#a issuc#A SmL5Nat2.hm)

●

●

●

✎

Liability issues md remediation
costs associated with the
redevelopment of browrrfields

Lack of sufficient funds for both the
preservation of agricultural land in
the rural areas and investment in
infiastmcture in the urban areas
A costly and time-consuming
development approval process

Over 200 years of development
patterns ~d the percepti~n that there
is unlimited land that can be built
upon

In the same discussion on political obstacles
to smart growth, the Mayor of Fort Wayne
Indiana, Paul Helmke, identified these
hurdles to implementing Smart Growth in
his city:

● An anti-urban attitude contained in
many federal and state statutes that
can hamper Smart Growth efforts.
For example, the City of Fort Wayne
cstabl isbcd a special tax district in its
city Iimils to raise the funds
ncccss~ry to implement the changes
necessary to comply with the
stormtva[cr runoff standards of the
Clean \Vatcr Act. An unintended
consequence uf this policy is to make
il significantly less expensive for a
nc\v husi ncss 10 establish itself in the
suhurhs of I;c)ti Wayne rather than in
[hc ci[y i[scll;

. Arrt~lhcr example is the non-
altainmenl sanctions under the Clean

Air ACL which have the unintended
eflect of promoting growth outside
of the non-attainment are< e.g.,
greenficlds development. And
finally, the liability laws under the
Superfurrd law that can hold new
property owners liable for the clean
up of contamination caused by
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previous owners -- significant
deterrent to brownfield development.

● Economic development. Some
communities have not shared in the
economic boom of the 1990s and are
loath to take any steps that may hurt
their economic viability. Many
people would say, “I want Smart
Growth, but I prefer some growth to
no growth.”

CornmuniW Resistmce & NIMBYism

Because smart grotih developments
represent a significant departure from
conventional zoning and development
practices in some communities, mixed-use
developments with higher density housing
have at times encountered significant

opposition from neighbors and residents.
People generally associate higher density
and affordable housing with urban problems,
and therefore, are suspicious of proposals
that incorporate these elements. Without
strong leadership promoting the benefits of

Smti Growth projects are often rejected or
significantly modified.

Another issue for residents is the housing
diversity of Smart Grotih development. As
discussed earlier, housing diversity
combined with higher densities and mixed
uses, serves the larger objective of creating

16

walkable, pedestrian-filendly
neighborhoods, and reducing traffic.

However, heczusc diversity requires mixing
housing types and prices. this may be one of
the hardcs[ harriers to overcome, according
to New LJrhanist I’clcr Calthorpe. The
principle ofdivcrsit! ..odvocates mixing

income groups ill o \vdy that is very
frightening to rmmy ctmlmunities,. .it is a
principle that is r~rcly realized in practice
and,. .almos[ :Il\\:Iys c(1n1promised,”3°

The gencmlizcd nalurc o~a mixed-use
project, and Ihc Ilcxihility that it must
include OIQ!als~i gcrrcm[c concerns about
the final produc[.’1 Alany developers have
had to make suhst:ln[iul concessions, usually
by reducing dcnsit!. cu[ting the number of
multifamily unils. ond eliminating some
street connccti\’ity \vith the new
development. (() sn[isl} the concerns of
NIMBY residents who often prefer the

?0 peter CalthOPe, NC,. lirba,zis”t, A Bluepr;ni FOr

Building A 8etter Neighb”riz..d. Denver POSLApril 26,
1998, cited in Mark, Reilly, Ne~traditional Development
Lmd Use Law Center, Pace Univcmiq,
w_.law. pace.edtilau,school/land”se
>L E~i~M. Bin””, Growth Management and New

Urbanism: Legu[ [mpl;catiom, The Urban Law,er, 817,
8 IS (Fall 1999),



privacy and e~$lusivity of a typical suburban
development.”

In other cases, public resistance maybe due
to previous bad experiences with mixed use
projects, For example, when Colorado
Springs, Colorado, began revising its zoning
code to include new mixed use districts, the
proposals were met with skepticism from
some residents whose only experience with
mixed-use had been seeing the city approve
conversions of older houses in their
neighborhoods to commercial uses with
adverse consequences in terms of noise,
lighting, signage, and parking. Because the
city failed to adopt any residential protection
standards or guidelines or establish

appropriate trmsition areas the residents
were less than enthusiastic with the concept
of “mixed use”.

Experience in other communities around the
nation shows that there are several inherent
problems with integrating diverse uses,
because the characteristics of these uses are
often incompatible with each other. These
incompatible characteristics can create
frustration from residents as well as retail
and commercial tenants. For example, when
housing units are located on floors above
retail and commercial spaces, residents often
complain about noise and odors. Those
complaints are often directed at elected
oficials who approved the developments,

32 ,d ,n fact, .C~eVemI proposed developments in NOflh

Cwolina have been mhstitia![y ~visd or defeated due to
citizen opposition’, relating to small lot sim and
commercial development. It is woti noting that ~D
ordinm=s we flexible enough to allow creative resolutions
to issues tike privacy. For exmpte, the project of Orenco
requi~d residences to be built th=e feet above sidewalk
level so that p%semby could not se into the fiti floor
windows. See Chrimina Fmswotih, Building Comm””iy,
~ Oct. 1998 at 58 (notin8 hat tie
dcvelope~ of Hubor ‘rown, a nm-tmditional neighbrhod
nex Memphis, ~, became private in order to escape lhe
conswinti of the municipal Imd use ordinm=).

Consumer and Market Acceptance

Smart Groti’s compact development
policies affect housing density, as well as
the type of housing products that are built.
While many planners have embraced Smart
Growth, the question remains whether the
average homebuyer or renter will. Put
another way, will the benefits of a smart
development--proximity to transit, walkable
neighborhoods, reduced congestion, and
high quality design--be enough to offset the
lure of traditional suburban living – large

yards, quiet streets, and privacy? Based on a
review of current literature and consumer
preference surveys, the conclusion is.,. the
verdict is still out. While a number of
mainstream surveys continue to show that
Americans prefer the wide open spaces of
suburbia over denser, mixed-use
development, there is growing evidence that
Smart Growth is apperding to an increasing
number of people, particularly aging baby
boomers.

On the mainstream side, several recent
studies indicated extremely strong
preferences for suburban versus other
development patterns. Eighty-three percent
of respondents to a 1999 National
Association of Home Builders @AHB)
Smart Growth Survey preferred a single-
family detached home in the suburbs, even if
it required a longer commute than a
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similarly priced town house in the city.g3
And 73 percent of respondents to a 1995
American LIVES survey which was part of
a New Urbanism study preferred suburban
developments with large lots and wide
streets to residential urban areas, including
narrower streets, sidewalks, and shared
recreational areas. Similarly, an Orange
County, California, survey found that,
residents preferred open space and living far
from the urban core, and were willing to
give up proximity to jobs in return for the
amenities of the suburban environment (e.g.,
safety, privacy, tranquility) .34

Another conventional finding is that housing
consumers prefer single-family detached
units over all others. This was confirmed in
a 1997 Fannie Mae National Housing
Suwey. Moreover, in the 1999 NAHB
survey, 78 percent of respondents were

opposed. to apartments in their
predominantly single-family neighborhoods.

Finally, other surveys show that housing
consumers typically prefer lower densities.
Preferences ranged from 63 VO to 75 V. in a
host of surveys over the past decade. Also,
the average square footage of new homes
has increased from 1,800 in 1985 to 2,100 in
1997 -- and larger homes usually require
larger lots.

According to William Fulton, contributing
editor of Plrmning magazine, there are
several reasons why it has been so difficult
to gain market support for the neo-
traditional, compact, higher-density
neighborhood First, the housing produc~
are so “radically different from those that
have dominated the residential real estate
market for the last half-century”, they

“ Discussed in Michael C~li”cr, ~~CommenUon c“~”t
P~fe~nccs md F“mrc Demmd for Denser Residential
Environme”s: Ho.sine Policy Debate, Vol. 12, #4 (2001).
3“ C. Kcnneti Omki, SuburbanSprwl – Can WeDo
AnythingAboul /{? U&m Mobili& CoVoratio\ Vol. 10,
No I: Plmning, Reswcb & Evaluation. Jtieb. 1999, p.3.

simply don’t conform to the “well
established set of expectations about what
houses and neighborhoods will deIiver’’.35
Second, neo-traditional projects are sold on
the provision of high quality amenities and a
diversified, mixed-use community. When
these amenities have not been installed in
the early phases, projects have suffered.
Fulton cites Laguna West, California, as an
example of how poorly timed phasing
resulted in scattered streets and isolated land
uses that made it difficult to create a sense
of community. 36

But other studies and surveys show that the
preference for a single-family home in the
suburb on a big lot is far from universal.
Housing expert Dowell Myers asserts that
changing demographics are already creating
a strong fan club for Smart Growth
developments:

“The growing demand will be the
result of changing demographics,
changing tastes, and the closing of
the suburban frontier. Americans are
getting older, and fewer households
have children. Both of these
demographic trends contribute to
growing demand for more varied
housing choices.’’”

The US population, age 55 and older, is
expected to represent over 290/0 of the
population by the year 2020. As “empty-
nesters”, this segment of the population will
likely downsize its housing needs and opt
for more locational convenience. A 1998
survey of the Baby Boomers, from Fasmie
Mae, indicated tiat while the majority, 53%
would remain in their current home, 35°/0

15 ~iliim F“IIOn, NW U,ba”ism, Hope 0, H~PefOr
Americon Communities? Policy Focus Rewti. Lincoln
Lmd Institute. 1996.
36 Id.
17 DoWell MY~E, et al, The Coming Demand, C0n8ress fOr

tie New Urbmism (2000) p. 3.
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would sell and either buy or rent a new
home.38

It is also impofint to note that a small but
significant percentage of housing consumers
prefer an urban or tom residential style to a
conventional suburban residential style --
17% in the 1999 NAHB to 33~o in the
American LIVES survey, Similarly, some
housing consumers actually prefer higher
density as indicated by a preference for
smaller lots or clustered development --
from 37% in a 1998 Professional Builder
survey to 570/0 in the NAHB survey. Based
on such statistics arrd demographic trends,
Myers predicts “these preferences will add
greatly to the growing market impact of
home seekers who prefer compact-city
alternativ es.”

Other suweys reveal that young families
with children have a pronounced preference
for sidewalks, smaller lots with smaller front
yards, pedestrian oriented streets, and
higher-density housing with houses on
smaller lots close to the street—,but often in
a suburban context, not necessarily an urban
environment. A study in Kentlands,
Maryland, concluded that residents paid
30% more for their homes compared to
nearby subdivisions as a premium to live in
a neo-traditional community with its
pedestnan.filendly amenities.’g

With respect to irrfdl development, a 1998
study by the Brookirrgs Institute and Fannie
Mae, feud that one of the fastest growing
housing markets in the United States was
downtown housing. Houston expected its

38 John Ni]e~ ~d Dick Nelson, ~emuring ihe Success ‘f
Tromit-Oriented Development. Americm Planning
A%ociation, National Plmning Conference ( 199) at 6.

39 ,Oe ~yo”r~e, Fimncing Nm UrbonismproJects,

Obsfaclesand Solulions. Housing Policy Debate, Vol. 11,
Issue 3. Fmnic Mae Foundation 2000. 740., citing Mti
Eppli md Charles Tu, Valuing New Urbanimr: The Impact
of tie New Urbmism on %ces of Single- fmily Homes.
Urban Lmd Institute. 1999.

downtown housing to quadruple by 2010,
and Cleveland expects it to triple. Denver,
Seattle and Memphis are all expecting to
double their downtown residents in the next
10 years.40

What to, make of these conflicting studies
and preference surveys? John Bailey and
Elizabeth Humphrey perhaps summed up
best in Housing Policy Debate, a Farmie
Mae periodical:

“For most of us, the American
Dream dots include a single-family
home wi[h its own yard, a cheap and
safe pkscc to put our car(s), and
neighbors \vc can visit only if we
want to. 13ut as this study points out,
our prcfcrcrrccs change over a
Iifetimc. und a significant and
growing numhcr of Americans have
a di flhrcnt dream, For some, the
conI,cnicncc and amenities of urban
apanmcn[s (lr town house
ncigllh(~rht)tlds arc very appealing.
Others m:]y \vmrt affordable rental
housing. In the most consumer-
oricntcd cctm{lmy in the world, we
should hc ahlc I(J figure out how to
bring Ihtlsc drcums within reach
too... ”

Development {’ltmmunih Reluctance

Compact rcsidcntidl gro\\lh and mixed-use
developmcrrl xrc Ixillnmrks of Smart
Growth--and pr,~h:lhly sl,mc of the more
difficult design ctmccp~s for developers to
produce. From IIICdcvclopcr’s perspective
there are a numhcr (>I barriers to developing
compact residential pro;ccts or a mixed-use
product, including financing, costs,
inflexible regulations. and community
resistance. As one prominent housing
expert recently observed:

40 Edwwd McMahon, Looking Around. Planning
Commissione~ Journal. No. 39 ( 1999) pp. 4-5.
41 Vol. 12, Issue 4 (2001) p. 666.
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“Conventional development is well-
understood, relatively easy to
finance, simple to build, and modular
in nature so it does not need to be
related to the surrounding built
environment. Relative to more
compact residential development,
these are daunting challenges.’’”

Financinp

Probably the greatest difficulty in financing
a mixed-use project is perception by lenders
and investors that the complexity of
integrating uses, particularly in the suburbs,
raises the risk level. Complexity also
equates to the uniqueness of a project, which
is defined as a “nonstandard investment”
and attached with significant return
premiums. In a survey of financers,
developers and investors, conducted by the
Wharton School of Business, to determine
whether financing practices affected New
Urbanisrn developments, respondents
emphasized “it is difficult to accurately
predict the demand for projects with
multiple property types – whether there are
New Urbanist features involved or not,43
The bottom line is that lenders are reluctant
to finance and undemrite a project that has
relatively little “real life” experience. 44 The
complexity of a mixed-use development also
raises concerns that highly skilled,
experienced project management is needed
in order to properly phase the development
and oversee cash flow. Since most
developers specialize in single use products,
they are perceived to lack the proper skills
required for tks type of project, 45

‘z Christopher Leinberger, Financing Progressive
Deve/opmem,The Brookhgs Institution (Wahi”gton,
D.C., 2001).
43 ,d,

U See Fulton, at note 11 “The menities of newttiitio”d
development – walhble Sree&, public spaces md a sense
of community, XC not% e~y to qumtify = Iwge lots md
views. Co”sque”tly, Iendcrs Ue relucml m becoming
involved with a pmduc< albeit innovative, that doesn’t
have a proven mck record.,>
,5 Sce ~imncinz New Urbanism, infra. nole 15 at 40.

Some respondents to the Wharton studv
expressed concerns with the apparent lack of
market demand for the New Urbartism
products. For many lenders and investors,
the negative perception of density and multi-
family housing in the suburbs, combined
with NIMBYism problems, creates
additional risk remiums for neo-traditional
developments, 4#

Retail Market Demands

Commercial market realities also present
challenges to Smart Growth precepts of
compactness, small scale, and diversity of
building types. Strong retail market trends
are producing facilities on a much larger
scale than seen even a decade ago – the so-
called “big box phenomena.”q7 According
to a number of studies, lenders are skeptical
about financing smaller scale elements of
mixed-use development.48

The same kinds of market qualms has also
affected financing for retail uses near transit
stations--usually due to the fact that the
location proposed for the retail fails to
satisfy basic market criteria such as
clustenn good visibility, easy access and
parking. &

Overall Development Costs

Another difficulty developers have with
mixed-use projects is the cost associated
with building, at higher densities. Although
there are savings associated with smaller
lots, multiple uses or multiple types of a use
(apartments, townhouses, detached houses),
means that the economies of scale associated
with mass producing one commodity cannot

be realized.50 In addition, the nortstandard

46[d.
47 ~ Duerk~e” ~ R, Blmchmd, c{Site Plmning FOr L~ge

Retiil Establishment: Zonine News, Amcricm Planning
Association (Feb. 1999).
,%Fim”cing NW Urbnnism. Infra note 15 at 739
,, ~emuri”g ,he SUCCeSSofTramiI-Orienled
Development.American Planning Association. Infm note
14at 13.
50Financing New Urbo”ism, infm note 15 at 738.
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nature of many mixed-use developments
means that the traditional engineering
practices carmot be applied. Infrastructure
investment required by smart developments
is dso more elaborate (e.g., alleys, and
sidewalks), and thus more expensive than
that found in more traditional suburban
projects. It should be noted, however, that
neither equity investors nor lenders
experienced in neo-traditional development
perceive extra utility and itiastructure costs
as a major obstacle to the financing of a
wel]-planrred projects 1

Regulatow Obstacles

Another obstacle to mixed-use projects has
been the regulatory and procedurd
difficulties associated with obtaining local
government approval. In some instances,
zoning and building standards present
roadblocks to compact, mixed-use projects
or allow too much discretionary decision-
making.’ In Longmont Colorado, for
example: Klki Wallace’s request to modify
the city’s street width requirements turned
into a three-year battle with City agencies
and cost the project its affordable housing
component.

Wallace designed Prospect, a 500-
unit residential development, using
neo-traditional design principles,
including smaller lots, off-street
parking, sidewalks and alleys,
including a variety of housing types
and prices. Wallace intended to keep
a portion of the homes at a very
“affordability” level, even though
there was no mandate to do so.
However, after requesting a
reduction in the city’s road width
standards from 36 feet to 20 feet, he
ended up spending 3 years battling
with the city’s fire department and
transportation engineers before
getting approval. The delay and

sI ~i”aflcing Nw Urba”ism, infra note 13 at 738.

costs associated with that
modification not ody cost Prospect
its affordable units, according to
Wallace, it raised the home prices in
the entire development.52

v. CONCLUSIONS

There is an increasing body of evidence and
studies that demonstrate some of the clear
benefits of Smart Growth. The evidence is
particularly strong and convincing in the
areas of reducing public infrastructure costs
and preservation of open space. Studies also
show it can have an important role in
reducing trafic congestion. However, those
benefits are still being debated in this
development community ad have not been
trtislated into strong developer acceptance
at this point.

Fortunately, there are increasing indications
that housing consumers, particularly baby
boomers, are coming to appreciate the
benefits and convenience of living in Smart
Growth development and there is substan-
tial, project-by-project evidence from across
the United States, particularly in urban and
suburban jurisdictions, that mixed-use
developments can succeed in the market.
Perhaps of even more importance, is the
evidence that developers and financial
institutions are learning the ropes of mixed-
use projects and other key elements of Smart
Growth development patterns -- and that
Smart Growth can be a good investment for
smart money,

51 M=nhew Goebel, ReducingHoming Costs ThrOugh
Re@/oto~ Reform: A Hondbook For Colorodo
Communities.Colorado Division of Housing, Deparrmcnf
of Local Affairs. (1998) p. 41.
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1. ~~ODUCTION

Over the past 20 years, a ‘mew
Economy” has emergd, representing an
historic shifi from manufaeturirrg-based
to knowledge-based firms. The New
Economy is technology driven and
global. It has aheady begun to

a
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restructure metropolitan and urban
eeorromies. The firms driving the New
Economy have markedly different
locational preferences horn those that
ran the wonomy two demdes ago. The
workplace of the 21* Century that is
emerging &om tils shift promises to be
markedly different as well. These forces
will have a dramatic impact on land use
and development ,preferences and trends
throughout the country.

This repo~ part of a zoning code rewrite
project initiated by the Montgomery
County Council and the Montgomery
County Department of Park& Planning
of the Maryland-National Capital Park&
Planning Cofnmissio~ focuses on the
lad use implications of the 21s Century
workpla=. First, it presents an overview
of some of the chwatieristics of the New
Economy such as global mrrrmeree,

flexible employment systems, and
volatile markets. A grasp of these
ch-eristics helps to understand the
forces at play that affect developmerit at
the local level.
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infiastmcture, and expeditious permit
reviews are far more important to tis
in growth sectors. bd governments
must be aware of and respond to these
new preferences if they are to be
competitive.

Third, the report looks at what these
fwms and thei employees are
demanding in terms of site development
and workplace configuration. The
isolated suburban office park featuring
headquarter buildings in a sprawling

campus setting-typical of the 1960s
and 1970s–is giving way to a different
sofi of business park and work
environment in the21 * Century that
reflects the needs of the New Economy.
Firms and their workers are demanding
new amenities, a variety of housing
choices, and better transportation awss.
Again, the land use implications for
local governments promise to be
significant and suggest some important
changes that must be made in Iod land
use and zoning regulations and
processes.

The report concludes with a list of
potential responses Montgome~ County
should consider in revamping its land
development codes that will help it to
better address the changing Iomtiorrd
and workplace preferences of firms in
the technology sector. In doing so, the
report draws on experierra in other
comparable metropolitan areas such as
Seattle, Pofiland, Sau Diego, Fort

Collins, Colorado, and Cary, North
Carolina @esearch Triangle ara).

11. A SNAPSHOT OF m
FORCES S~P~G ~
~W ECON0~2

Much has been written about the so
called “New Economy,” often
icwmpanied by a large dose of hype.
But clearly the national ewnomy is not
what it used to be. The @obal mnomy
and rise of information technology have
dramatimlly reshaped the economic
landscape. In the past, large Fortune 500

corporations ofien shaped our economic
future. But net job growth of the

n

Fortune 500 in the
last decade has
been zero! Today,

; 80% of the labor
. force is workina

for firms
employing fewer
than 200 people.
The number of
seE-employed,
part-time, aud
temporary

workers has skyrocketed. These smallet
-onomic utits have different locational
and workpla~ needs than firms that
gravitated to massive, big-box off~ce
buildings and sprawling campus
complexes.

A recent study prepared for the James
Irvine Foundatio~ “LInking the New
Wnomy to the Uvable Community,”
wmpared the industrial era I@ding up to
the ) 990s with today’s knowledge era.
The study summarized some of the most
significant shifts in where we work ad
how:
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As the authors of the Iwine Foundation firms. Free trade barriers were removed.
report observe, the New Economy is just
not about making computers or
microchips “The New Economy is
about speed, quality, flexibility,
knowledge, and networks, It is about

.aPPIYing ~owledge md new ways of
doing business to a wide range of
products and services,,, ,“ While the
term New Economy means different
things to different people, there is
general agreement it has some important
characteristics that distinguish it horn
previous times, As will be discussd in
later sections, these characteristics help
influence where firms want to locate and
how the sites they develop and
workplaces they build must finction.

Globdkation and Deregulation:

Global commerce formal manv
American companies to eome”out of
isolation and compete with overseas

and goods, sewices, and human capital
began flowing freely around the world.
One of the unintended consequences was
the shake up of many large U.S.
co~orations previously protected from
global compet ition. At home,
deregulation of many industries such as
the airlines, Telecommunications, and
banking has created new competition in
many markets. The 2000s will witness
increasing micro-segmentation of
markets by more highly specialized
businesses.
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Technology and Automation:

Technology and automation trtisformed
the way many businesses operated.
Personal computers, cell phones, e-mail,
and fax machines all rapidly emerged to
transform business practices. They have

made alternative work arrangements
more feasible and even desirable. A
growing number of compaties do not
focus on work-at- home policies,
preferring to think about “work

~ywhme, anytime programs.’>

VolatileMarkets:
As the technology sector has bewme
more dominant in the economy, the
emnomy is inqeasingly more vulnerable
to the inherent volatility of that sector.
To&y’s high-flyer products are
tomorrow’s obsolete gadgets,
Businesses must gear up quickly to
translate ideas into new products or risk
missing the market window. “Time to
market” is the governing imperative.
Transactiorrrd rests (the wst of obtaining
resourws and meeting deadlines) tend to
be more impofiant than input costs (the
cost of labor and materials), and firms
will pay more in terms of wages and
land costs to operate in such an
environment.

~exible Employment Systems:

k the new economic order, businesses
have learned how to react quickly to
market shifts, shedding or building
capacity, shrinking or expanding space,
and downsizing or gearing up

workforces. F]rrns hire more pmple
when orders and revenues incr~se, and
downsize when business drops off.
Mny U.S. companies utilize a flexible

ewloyment system that mnsists of
many temporaries, contractors, and
consultants, As a consequence, loyalty
to firms has eroded.

Eree-Agent Employees:

Accompanying flexible employment
systems are free-agent employees who
make &equent careei changes and have
fittle loyalty to a particular firm. h
avenge, people ch2rtge careers every 10
years. A recent H2rris poll found that
onfy 39°A of workers intend to hold the
same job in fi\.~eye ~~s. h’cwever,
businesses are inves~ing more in trainirur
and other em,ployee perquisites and
amenities; the rtsul: is th2tjob tenure
actuafly lncre2sed in !he 1990s.

Separation of Erssiness Functions:

Firms are irrcre2singly separating their

operations in di ~eren: locations and

cities. Corpora~e t!eacquamers tend to be

found in cities ~~i,.b.good aiiline
connections: Zb~nC3=i professiorrrd
support services, end a high quahty of
life, The same is trde of research ~d
development ~~r.::o::. :hzt must also
have access to high; y educated work~s

and educaiion2i ins!it,~~lons Back
ofices locate in p iaces v:itt: good
wmmunica~ionj inir2s~maure. Modem
high-tech m2nufa:t~ir.g firms are
looking for good trznspona~ion networks
and a well-educa,e< wcrkforce that is
flexible in theii WO:}:atiituties.
Contemporary telecommunication
~uipment lets companies iink afl of
these functions much more easily than in
the past. A result of the abliity to split
dmctions is less corporate loyalty to any
one community.
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HornWork Fusion:

An increasing number of workers have a
desire for more flexible work schedules.
A growing number of firms are
responding by offering fle~ime and
telecomrnuting. In 1997, 27% of the
civilian iabor face worked flexible
schedules, an increase of 83°/0 since
1991. In a recent survey of human
resource executives, 430/0 said that an
increasingly mobiIe, telecommuting
work force would be the bi~st
workplace trend of the 21s Century.3
kcreased teleeommuting can save firms
money in terms of ofice space and
improve productivity as well as
benefiting employees. However, in
some high-tech firms, there is a need for
team problem solving and face-to-face
contact, thus making telecommuting
undesirable. According to a report from
the Wssachusetts Institute of
Tec~ology, “complex knowledge still
nds to be transmitted face-t-face.
,,,,

Technology does not yet have the
‘bandwidth’ to replace fa~-to-face
communication.”

Age of Talent:

Uowledge in the form of people has
become a source of competitive
advantage. Rrrowledge, skills, and
aperience have greater value than
capital equipment or capital itself.
However, knowledge and skills bmme
obsolete quicker than ever. The half-li fe
of m engineer’s knowledge today is only

five yeara. Eighty-five percent of the
information in National hstitutes of
Health computers is upgraded in five
y-s. Continuing job training and
education is becoming increasingly
essentisd. However, not dl high-tech
jobs demand post-doctord or advanced
de~ees, hy high-tech jobs will
require specird skills, but only tectilcal
training or associate degrees.

Diversity:

Changes in laws and legislation have
opened the doors to segments of the
American popdation that were
previously shut out or hamstrung in job

oPP~nities by gender, race, age, or
etti]city. The New Economy workplace
is fm more diverse than 20 years ago,
and its workers have greatly varying
needs and desires in terms of services,
amenities, or work schedule. Another
aspect of diversity is diversity of career
and life paths, Not only will employees
change jobs more frequently, but they
may hop back and forth between the
public and private sector, large firms and
sdl, fill-time and part-time work

Generation X and The Workplace:

As thirty and twenty-somethings move
into the workplaw in large numbers,
they are forcing companies to respond to
their lifestyles and desires. Research
shows that they value quality of life very
highly and seek more balance between .
their work and private lives. They tend
to be more entrepreneurial and more
likely to start tieir own firms or join
small companies than their parents.
They tend to have less Ioydty to a
particular firm and ofien hop to new jobs
that offer more money or better working
renditions.

Retirement Age Diaapp~rin~

~]le many in the m~ia have focused
on Generation X employees and the New
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. Economy, baby boomers are
increasingly foregoing retirement in
favor of starting new careers or rnting
ends meet. Additiomdly, mmpaties are
working to retain older workers in the
face of labor shortages and the transient
nature of younger workers. They are
placing increasing value on know-how,
corporate memo~, and wisdom as well
as youth and energy Labor force
participation rates for those between 54
and 64 are predicted to increase shnrply.
Tme retirement, a permanent end to
work will be delayed until very late in
life. Adapting to the needs of older

I ;’. ,-..

employees in the workplace will bes
new challenge,

Two-bcome Couples Are Becoming
Even More The Norm:

By 2005, in 7S~0 of households both
partners will work fill time, up &om
637. in 1992. Between 1996 and 2006,
the number of women employed in the
U.S. will grow horn about 60 million to
70 million, a 147. increase. Demand for
on-the-job childcare or eldercare,
extended parerrti l=ve, flexible work
schdules, and other family-oriented
benefits will grow. Two-income
families can also Word to eat out more,
take more fr~uent vacations, and buy
goods. They can dso be more
entrepreneurial, as one family member’s
dary can carry them over while the
other starts a new business.

HS AND THENEW

H]gh-technology firms are ofien seen as
the drivers of the New brromy, and in
some impotit ways that is true. They
tend to pay high wages and attract well-
cducated, ~uent workers. For
example, in Maryland high-tech wages

s~~sed the pfivate sector in the rate of
growth in all but two years in the 199os.
Biotechnology had the highest wee~y
average wage--$ 1,35&ompared to the
average private sector wage of $683 in
2000. Natiorrdly, high-tech industry
output grew four times faster in the
1990s than the economy as a whole.
High-tech jobs pay an average of almost
80Y. more than the median wage. And
information technology industries now
represent 8.2 0/0of NDP, up from 4.9 0/0
in 1985. Predictions w that these
industries will account for over 150/0of
GDP by 2020. Not surprisingly, many
communities focus their economic
development efforts on high-technology
firms.

But it is important to understand that the
high-technology sector is not monolithic
in terms of the people they employ or the
factors that iMuence where they locate.
For example, biotechnology is still an
infant industry and vw dependent on
associations with universities and their
res~ch facilities. Biotechnology
laboratories have very specidtied
building requirements. On the other
hand, high-technology manufacturers
employ a much more blue-collar
workforce, many of whom do not need
college degrees. These firms want low-
cost spaw and room to expand, which
are more tiltional IocationaVsiting
preferences.
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A recent study of a planned high-
tecbrrology business park near Boston

predicted that 30% of the 7,500 expected
jobs would pay $34,000 or less and
about 33°/0 would pay $64,000 or more.4
However, because 7s~0 would likely live
in two-income households, ordy 170/0
would be in households with income of
less than $60,000.

Gtven this wide variation in ]omtiona]
preferences, employee profiles, and
other attributes, it is clear that no one
rigid “set of local government land use
and other policies (e.g., target housing
and community amenity efforts mainly
at higher-inmme, Generation X
workers) will succeed in satis~ing the
needs of the high-tech sector. As
discussed below, these policies will have
to be multi-faceted and as nimble as the
businesses themselves.

Communities must dso keep in mind
that other sectors of the economy will
also continue to be extremely important.
Not all grotih and jobs will be in high-
tech ,industries. Because improved
productivity and wealth will give people
more time and money to play with
experts predict that Ieisure-onentd
business will dominate the world
economy by 2015, acmunting for
roughly hdf the U.S. G~. Moreover,
they predict that as many as 70Y. of the
wefl-paying jobs over the next 10-15

yws may not require a four-year college
degree. These service, crafi, and
tecbrricd finetions will require an
associate degree or technid training.

~~, LOCATIONAL P~~R-
ENCES: W~T ~GH-TECH
FMS A= LOO~G FOR

Overview.

Despite the rectit hiccup in the national
and world economy, all pro~osticators
predict that the high-tech sectors will
continue to grow. In additioq thousands
of new firms wi !I spring up over the neti
decade. And because they are not
typically tied by markets or raw
materials to a particular Iocatioq high-
tech firms are relatively footloose –
these fires carr choose from a wide
variety of locations v,ithin which to
settle or expand. Kncwledge workers,
the raw material of the industW, rdso
have many options as to where they can
live and work, This means that local
govemmenrs need [o understand what
high-tech firms arc looking for when
they search for a ncm locz,ion or room to
expand.

Again, i: is imponan: !O keep in mind
that the intius!r! {s no! mon.e!ittilc. That
is, the locational prc~erefices of high-
tech firms can vary depending on
whether, for example, which business
function needs lo bc served, Does the
fwm have a commc:cia! product to
produce/distribute or does it need to
focus on reseaich? Locational
preferences also Vzry jigfiificantly
depending on the catego~ of high-tech
fm. High-tech manufacturing fms.
typically look for much different
locations (suburban business parks) than
sofiware development compaties
(suitable for more urban environments).
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J Nevertheless, one fact is very cl-
traditional factors that dotinated
lomtional decisions by growth
companies in the 1950s-1980s have

The and availability of skilled, ducated
workers, among others. Some of the
critid factors are d:scussed in gr~ter
detti below.

than-ged dramatically. Firms choosing a
location in that era wodd typicdy have
scrutitid labor rests and labor climate,
protinri~ to markets or raw materials,
and Iiving preferenws of the chief
executive officer. Wle a few of these
tradition factors are still important --
for emple, CEO prefmenw is still a
signifitit factor driving marry high-tech
fmms in Iocationd decisions -- wnsider-
ations that once ranked relatively low
have become more impo~t, and new
factors have emerged. These include
quality of life, techology infrastructure,

Wle Iocal governments m have ordy
marginal influence over some of these
factors (e.g., availability of venture
capital) others such as maintaining a
high quality of life are very much the
bailiwick of cities and counties.

The table below, born a working paper
published by the Brookings Institutio~
contains a usefil summary of modem
locational mnsiderations by business
finctimr
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A more dtiled discussion of certain County might t~e to strengthen its
Iocatiod faders helps to better competitive position by mtilng
illuminate the steps that Montgomery informal changes in its land use and
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development regulations and procedures.
These factors have been identified as
signifimnt or growing in importance by
a number of commentators and recent
studies.

Technolo~ bf~structure:
Excellent ifiastructure is critical’ to the
operations of most high-tech firms in a
variety of ways. Non-intemptible
power that is free from voltige spikes is
critical to biotechnology labs and
htemet-based companies. Water qurdity
is very important to advanced
technology manufacturers and blotech
companies. Telecommunications
capacity may or may not involve a direct
public role, but access to public right of
way is &ways required. And as notd in
a recent Brookings Institution report, “in
places not already served by multiple

ii providers of broadband communications,.,
capacity, public sector organizations
may five a role to play. Cities w be
important launch customers to entice a
private provider into areas that they do
not currently serve, Information from
cities about infra~tie availability
(e.g., fiber optic network layouts) is also
invaluable in making siting decisions.
Additionally, good transpofiation access
is importa22t not ordy for shipping
prducts (such as sotisre and
instmments), but dso for employees
who commute to work,

Qrrdity of Life
A number of major recent stuties and
surveys on locationrd preferences of
high-twh firms dl found that qurdity of
life ranked at or near the tops In this

context, qdity of life m~ns natural,
recr~tional, and hfestyle amenities and
overalI environmental qusdity.
Knowldge workers balance mnomic

oppo~nhy and quality of life when
selecting a place to work and live, A
1998 survey of more than 1,200 high-
tech workers found that a community’s
quality of fife was the second most
important factor - just below srdary --
and more important than benefits, stock
options, or company stability in the

attractiveness of a job.fi,

Knowledge workers want their amenities
and recreationrd activities on a ‘just-in-
time” basis, that is, they want them to be
easy to get to and available quickly.
They want these amenities to blend
seamlessly with work and they want a
wide range available to them. Water-
[ ‘:‘:: I

based amenities and recreation are
particul~-ly irnponam

Leading technology regions such as
Seattle and Austin have aggressively
pursued stra~egies to bolster
environrnenial qualky, natural amenities,
and recreational op?oflunities. Both
have place< 2 high priatity on trails,
parks, and access to water-based
recreation. Both have adopted nning
regulations that preserve views and
sensitive environmental areas and well
as promote as lively urban spaws.

6 KPMOICATA Alimce, High Technolo~tibor su~:
Afirocti”E& RaoininzH;gh TahnofosgWork,,, KPMG,
J-5, IW8.
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~lle high-tech companies offerr thrive
on change, they want certainty that
quality of life will be protected. Intel
and other technology companies have
been strong supporters of Portland,
Oregon’s, regional plan that includes
ambitious elements revering transit
corridors, mixed-use developments,
urban greenspace, and grotih
boundaries.

Some site location experts maintain that
since most employers no longer offeror
guarantee long-term jobs, the best
bene~t will be quality of life in the
community in which the worker lives.
‘lkotics]ly, this wdl mean that the role

of govement will change to an
attractor of people rather than an
attractor of firms.”

Efficient, Expedited Project
Permitting

How quicMy a facility ~ be built or
expanded is ofien critical to a high-tech
fm that mu~ respond quic~y to a
market opening or to commercialize a
product. ~us local governments that
cm offer an efficient, expedited process
are at a significant competitive
advantage. In Sale, for example, a
reportdy streadined permitting
process allows project reviews and

aPProv~s within 5 months for laboratory
and similar facilities, 7 In Boulder,
Colorado, the county allows high-tech
firms to provide self-inspection for

building oerrnits when Office or-.
manufacturing space needs to be
refigured. This self-inspection.
process, mnducted by company
employees who have certified
knowledge of building codes, has
reportedly shaved weeks off the
constructiofiuilding permit process

~rrstefig of Simtiar Co”mpmsim:

For a varie~ of rmsons, high-tech tis
ofien -k to locate near similar
wmpsmies, Sofiare firms, for
example, do not like to work in isolation.
They and their employees hunt out

oPW~~ties for interaction with other
similar firms and employees to augment
and transfer knowledge. While they are
fiercely competitive, they dso ofien
collaborate on products or projects.
Research indicates that one of Silicon
Valley’s important advantages over
other technology regions in the munt~
is its ability to foster wllaboration.
Additionally, high-tech &s like to
cluster bemuse they can take advantage
of specialty support services and
proximity to eduationd facilities.
Clustering is also attractive to
knowledge employees, because they
t~ically like to five in places with
“thick’ labor markets that offer a wide
variety .of employment opportunities.

Proximity to Major Edu~tional &
@vemment Institutions:

The presence of major research
universities, educatioti facilities, and
government institution offices are a
powefil attractaut to many high-tech
f~rns, This is particulwly true’ofthe

~
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. biotech sector, where a number of
companies are spin-offs from research
universities. These firms are likely to
stay close to facilitate regular contact
with the university and to have access to
students and nwrby clirricsd trials.

SkiUed, Educated Workem:

High-tech firms need a deep pool of
h]~y educated workers as well as those
who may have Iesser education
credentials but who are highly skilled.
As one observers has noted, wrporate
real estate executives used to chanL
“location, location, location.” Now the
mantra is “edumtio~ educatio~
education.” On one end, access to
knowledge workers with advanced
degrees is essential for bio tech, sofiware
development, and intemet firms. On the
other hand, high-tech manufacturing
jobs often do not rquire a college
degree, but employees must still have
the skllis to handle precise instruments
and be higMy motivated.

Several studies of high-tech firm
locational decisions conclude that having
a rwdily available and qrsdifid
workforce is one of the best investments
that state and local governments can
make. 8 For example, Motorola-Siemans
was considering lowting a product
development facility next to a
manufacturing plant in Mchmond,
Viginia. However, there was no
engirr=ring school in the region a major
negative. In response, the city worked
with Virginia Tech to raise money and
find land for a new engineering facility
that help clinch the da]. Continual
workforce education and training are
also critical as is having such training
radily avaiIable to workers at
convenient places and times.

Housing CostsDlveraity:

Becmrse the high-tech sector is not a
monolithic block of young, highly paid
workers, it is essentird to most
wmpanies that a lode have a variety of
housing choices available in various
price ranges. Silicon Valley is a poster
child for the probIems cr-ted when a
region lacks a range of housing choices.
In the 1980s and 1990s, it began losing
firms and iobs to other retiorrs and states
largely du~ to urrtiordabye housing.
Businesses were forced to pay a
premium to attract and retain workers.

Mormver, intense housing market
pressures can contribute to urban sprawl
-- loss of open space, longer commute
times, grid-locked freeways, and more
air pollution. Al of these spin-off
problems makes a region less attractive
to high-tech firms.

Once a high-tech firm selects a region
for relo~tion or expansio~ a variety of
site and workplace preferenws mme
into play, Unlike some regional
preferences that may be beyond tie
ability of local governments to ifiuence,
site and workplam factors can ofierr be
shaped by city and county land-use
policies and regulations, This section
discusses some of the key site and
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workplace preferences of high-tech
business.

Services/Amenities For Employees.

AS several recent studies reveal, it’s not
business as usual when it comes to
building business parks for high-tech
firms. According to the author of a new
Urban Land hstitute handbook on
business park development, “in the
1970s we saw the development of low-
swle corporate campuses built by
individual companies. Those parks... on

gree~]eld sites relied overwhelmingly
on the automobile and lack a strong
sense of place. Companies today want
something different,” As the Wall Stieet
Jouml reported in an article on San
Jose, “It’s a lot more fun to be in a locale
where you can go for a wdk and have a
nice dinner, or shop or take in a hockey

g.~e, ~MS it is to be isolat~ in some
sprawhng suburban office park where a
little truck comes.by at lunch time and
sek ticrowave btios.”

As discussed in ~eater detail below,
new office users, particularly those with
ranks of knowltige workers, are
increasingly looking for serviws --
restaurants, banks, travel agencies, auto
service stations -- within or very close
by the business park. Day me facilities
for children and, increasingly, elderly
parents are pluses. Parks with gathering
places and ‘town writers” are dso seen
as desirable as well as those with
sidewdks and trails for wting.

@ality and convenience are
watchwords. Some communities are
tac~ing the lack of amenities in existing
business parks with transit, shuttle, and
other links to lively centers. For
example, in Creve Coeur, Wssouri,
executives of the new Dsmforth Plant
Science Center are strong supporters of a
proposed greetdine pedestrian
connection between tie center arrd
downtown Creve Coeur,

A recent detailed study for the City of
Vancouver, British Columbi~ found the
following type of non-industrid land
uses ofien associated with hi@tecb
business psrks:9

--Common buildings with
services: Most multi-tenant
high-tech parks have a common
bui Iding that offers executive
services such as shared clerical
stti, meeting management firms,
and recreational facilities,
--Child care and schools: Mgh-
tech workers frquently have
young families and need cbild-
care semices. In one case, an on-
site e iementary school is being
del:~lope< ;0 ~low employees to
have lunch with their children.
--Recreation facilities: Most

hi~h-tech parks provide both
indoor and outdoor recreation
facili~ies such as jogging trails,
basketball courts, and play fields.
--Food and bevera~e: A range of
food and beveiage outiets on site,
with flex!ble and -ended hours,
is imporrat to serve employees.
--Retail and services: Access to
basic services such as laundry,
dry cleaners, and travel agents is
needed, preferably with the park.

vufi~.~e~ ~*~ j“~, L1fianCmti A =s~s~m

pv: City OrVmmuvff, B.c., Pti”g _ti
(-k 198}
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--~ Al high-tech parks
survey indicated an”on-site
banking facility with at least an
Am is important.
--Bicvgle and alternative
trsnsDortation facilities. A large
number of young high-tech
employees cycle to work when
possible. Full facilities such as
showers, a towel service, cycle
storage, etc. are ofien offered by
tis.
--Residency hotels: A large
percentage of high-tech
employees are on contract for
periods of time ranging horn one
week to severrd months. TMs,
coupld with fiquent and
prolonged training, results in a
need for intermediate-stay hotels.
These are typically within
watirrg distance of work.

This fist suggests that local governments
should ensure, at the very least, that their
development males enmurage a wide
mix of uses in business parks. Some,
such as Ft. tillins, Colorado, have gone
further and r~uired a mix of uses in
some business parks. These codes will
dso have to be flexible in allowing fms
to address parking r~uirements that will
change dramatidly overtime as uses
change: Loudourr County, Vlrgisri~ for
example, allows high-tech fis with
few employees but large space demands
to reserve land for parking in the fiture
instead of requiring its mrrstruction
initisdly.

kterestingly, public stiety and security
tend not to be high-priority locational
factors for high-technology firms. (See
@tieb survey results at p. 10 of this
report.) Pubhc safety ranks much higher
for dl fms in recent surveys. ~le
snme select high-tech firms, especially
those producing products for the defense
sector or with sensitive trade secrets, do

attach a great dd of importance to
security, other Iocationrd factors tend to
be much more importanL even in the
wake of the September 2001 terrorist
attacks.

Business Parks With ~empaca

With volatie markets, rapid mergers and
a~uisitions, and smaller h six, many
high-tech businesses have very different
space needs than larger companies that
dominated the mrromy 20 yw ago.
These firms are often looking for space
built by someone else with leases that
are very flexible to allow expansion and
contraction as nded. Suecessfil high-
tech business parks cater to these needs
with more modest, lower-rise buildings
with smaller floor plates than those
found in 197os sprawling campus-style
mmplexes Because many high-tech
firms, especially those engaged in
softwartintemet development activities,
have more modest space needs, they fit
more easily into town renters and older
downtowns.

As dfscussed above, an adjunct to having
business parks with flexible space is
being able to respond to the need of
high-tech firms to rwtigure or expand
existing space quickly to exploit a
market opening or to mmmercidke a
product. Thus local governments that
can offer an efftcient, ex@lted
development and construction review
proass are at a significant wmpetitive
advantage

~efible Budding Workspace.

Many high-tech firms are smaller and
increasingly project-dnvew
recofigurirrg and changing based on
changing business opportunities. h the
workplace, “privacy is being replaced
with productivity, hierarchy with
t-work and status with mobility.”
This focus on creativity and knowldge
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requires the design of more varied, less
prescribd work spares that encourage
creative thiti]ng and irrformd
interaction. It has rdso fueled the move
toward team-based corporate office
mtigurations.

Amrdirrg to the Architecture&
Engineering @arterly, to reduce wsts,
fixed work spaces are baming smaller,
and ofice tenants are devoting more of
their rd estate to open plan space. 10 h
a rewnt Building Owners and Managers
Association @OMA) survey, the
average office tenant devoted 49 percent
of toti space to an open plan.

According to one experienced firm that
works with ktemet ti-up companies
in Denver, adaptable design enables
these wmparries, whose rate of growth is
uncertai~ to work in a productive and
stimulating environment. “The
wmpanies that we are working with
have uo ability to project groti. As a
resuIt, eve~ng we do for them has to
serve multiple roles. There is no more
hierarchy of space stmrdards than we
saw in the past -- that model is simply
too rigid.” Agai~ Iocd governments
that can offer an eficient, expedited
development and construction review
promss are at a significant wmpetitive
advantage when it comes to attracting or
retaining these firms.

Technology developments will continue
to shape the21 * Cen~ workplace. For
example, wireless techology is
emerging as a significant design
wnsideration. The Cahrrers h-Stat
Goup estimates that the number of
wireless data users will skyrocket from
784,000 in 1999 to nine million in 2003.
This technology will enable easy
@figuration of spaw. Corporate

intrrmets and extranets, along with
videocorrferencing and media
distribution technologies, will dso
enable “til-teaming.’1

Athougb wmmurrications technologies
have facilitated remote work on a pti-
time basis – there were approximately
12 miI1ion part-time teleworkers in the
U.S. in 1998 -- ordy a fraction of
employees telewmmute fu[l-time, so the
nd for spare for these employees does
not disappear. Design and facility
management must thus accommodate
growing numbers of mntingent, remote,
and field workers.

Ml of the trends suggest that local
governments should carefully re-
examine development standards such as
those for parking to ensure they reflect
modem practice and demands.

Fightingkolatiofiostering
CoIbboration.
Companies are r~izing that e-mail,
voice mail, and other forms of electronic
wmmunication are incrtisingly
replacing famto-face interaction on the
job. ~le this isolation may provide
the quiet time nemssary to thi~ write,
and crate, it dso hinders the t-work
and brainstoting time so critimd to
developing new ideas. To address this
issue, firms have taken severrd

appro~hes. he, discussed above, is to
design work space to encourage
interaction. For example, A wa
Numinum recently abandoned it’s high-
rise office headqu~ers in Pittsburgh
with private 12’ x 15’ ofices for a new
low-rise wmplex on the Megheny
ftiver tit amrding to its CEO will
have “etiators inwead of elevators and
plenty of meeting rooms... there wilI be a
lot of plains where people can gather.”ll
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At the same time, smart business park..
developers are addressing this nwd for
interaction by crating outdoor spaces
and places where people w gather and
tdk itiorrnally -- town centers with
restaur~ts and coffee shops, parks and
plazas, civic centers, recr~ion space,
and the like, Some communities require
such amenities in business parks through
zoning regulations.

Accessflranspo,tition.

Mthough the flow of irdorrnation
electroni~ly drives the New Economy,
good surface access to a site remains
paramount for a number of reasons. For
firms that ship products, many have
customers that rely on just-iwtime
delivery. Congestion that slows truck
and overnight deliveries can be a serious
impediment and business cost. And
congestion that adds to commute times is
one of the most significant titrations to
employees and is ofien seen as a major
indimtor of erosion in an area’s quality
of life, A number of studies also
demonstrate that high-tech firms value
transportation mobility options that
permit employees to have easy access to
resmurants and services d@ the work
day. An incrasing number of Iocd
governments have responded by
requiring sidewrdks, trails,
intemonnected street systems, bl~cle
racks and other such facilities in
business parks as well as encouraging
mixed-use developments that can help
reduce trtic,

Wational FactorsandSite
PreferencesFor SDwific Hi~h-Tech
Industries.

The general locational factors and
prefmences discussed above provide
some impofiant guidance in shaping
local land use and development policies
to accommodate high-tech industries. It
is dso usefil to take this inquiry to the

next level and hirddi ~ht some of the
specific Iocationti preferenws of the

biotech sofiarti intemet, md
manufacturing sectors, which differ
somewhat given the varying needs of
firms in each,

Most biotech firms are young and very
dependent on close associations with
edumtionrd institutions and tieir
researches. Most locate nw an urban
research university or government
reswch institutions and are ofien linked
by shuttles, Orrly a few actually produw

products &this point, dthougb
comrnercidi~tion is beginning.
Montgomery County is akeady one of
the lading biotech centers in the nation
Its biotech firms are maturing and
moving beyond research and into the
production phase.

e Facility needs vary gr~tly
depending on whether a firm has
a conunercid produd. The
industry uses off]ce, fle~ and
irrdustrid spare. Flex btidings
may be more suitable for Iabs
while biotech tis’that use
computers more tian test tubes
are at home in more traditional
office buildings,
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0 Biotech labs are mstly and
require special containment and
disposal capabilities. The work
environment typically requires
high standards in terms of
security, ventilatio~ floor loads,
power supply, and water. The
lack of appropriate flex space
that could be adapted for labs
was the most common problem
cited by industry representatives
in a recent study for Montgomery
County.

o Clustering is definitely a factor
for biotech firms. Montgomery
County has identified seven
biotech clusters in the county
including industrid parks,
mixed-use areas, and the
BethesdtiSilver Spring central
business districts. Except for the
Shady Gove Life Sciences
Center, biotech fires are
irstemringld with many other
industries.

. Employees typidly place a high
value on urban amenities

-r

(restaurants, banks, personrd
services) and easy access to their
homes.

Softwar*temet-Based Cnmpaiw.

The major asset of these firms is their
people and knowledge. Workers are
typically well-paid and receive stock
options. Until the recent dot.bomb shake
out in the industry, workers ofierr
jumped jobs looking for higher salaries
and better workirr~iving condkions.

Attracting and retaining key employees
is priority concern.

o

0

9

Workers prefer an active urban
environment with many eating,
drinking: recreatio~ and
entertainment options.
Firms in this sector are found
more ofiec in urban and
downto-~n Iocztions than other
high-tech companies. They often
prefer unusu~! spa= that till
SpUi Ci~~L! I’!:y 2n@ imagination.

Thus rerov2ted: historic
structures can be more appding
than high-rise ofice buildings,
Ease of access between work and
hcme is impofialt. Trtilc

conges[ ion ij a major negative

factor.

Advanced technology manufacturers
produce a wide v~-iety of products
ranging from aviation equipment to
optical instruments. The locational
needs of high-tech manufacturers are
similar to that of traditional industrid
fwms. They look for tiordable space
and a~ss to affordable housing for
their largely blue-collar work force,
Facilities must have adequate square
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footage, room for e~arrsio~ and good
truck amss for shipping products and
rweiving raw materials and parts. These
priorities lad marry to locate in
suburban business and industrial parks
tiat offer affordability for the mmpany
md provide workers a plasent
errviromnent. Additionally, they desire
locations that provide a%ss to training
opportunities for employees.

Conclusions and Recommendations:

The Iocatioml and site preferences of
high-tech mmpanies discussed in this
report suggest a number of steps that
Iomd governments can take to improve
their attractiveness to these fires. This
section presents some remmmendations

,for an overarching strategy with respect
to revamping and refining development
review processes and regulations as well
as some specific development code
changes that shodd be considered.

There are several important mnte~
points that should be kept in mind while
mnsidering code revisions. First, Iod
governments simply are not in a position
to itiuence or respond to some
important business Iocatiorrd
preferenms. Rtill that one of the
dominant factors for rdl tis wntinues
to be where the CEO wants to five, That
variable is hard to regulate or address.
Availability of venture wpiti is another
criterion that is difficult for 10uI
gove-ents to mntrol,

San~ high-tech firms vary
dramatidly in terms of rids, products,
employees, and many other factors.
Even within one sector, such m
biotechnology, Iowtiod and siting
issues will differ depending on the
function of the mmparry, for emple,

reswch vs. production. This variety
makes it chdlengirrg to develop a -
strategy that wiIl be eff~ive for a.wide
range of firms.

Find]y, while a number of steps tO

improve land use review procedures and
standards are presented here,
Montgomery County and the
Washington D. C., region are obviously
doing something right in terns of
attracting and retaining high-twh
companies. A rewnt report for the R.K.
Mellon Foundation by Richard Florida
found that the WasbingtoU D. C., area
scored very bigMy in terms of overall
amenities and environmental quality,
both ftiors that tend to correlate with
high-technology development. 13 The
region already has one of the highest
concentrations of high-t~h tis in the
nation.

OverarchirrP Strate~

B~use of the tremendous variety in
bigb-tech tis, it makes sense to craft a
loeationd strat~ that focnsea on
attracting and retaining people, not
spee~lc types of firms. For emple, if
a strategy focuses havily on younger,
higher income Generation X knowldge
workers, it may overlook the needs of
the blue-~lIar high-tah manufacturing
employees, which differ substarrtidly in
a number of ways. A more sumessful

appro~h will be to r~ibrate land-use
policies to address issues like
maintaining a high qtiity of life, -y
awss to work and provision of
amenities. These are issues that cut
across and appd to a wide swath of
bigb-twh fis and workers. As one
observer has not@ “1oA governments
will be entreprerreurid in devising
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products ad services that m sustain
social capital within the community.”
Second, land use plans and pokcies
sbordd accommodate the increasirs@y
diverse work and living patterns of
high-teehemployees. People need to
have -i choices when it comes to
where and how they live

S-tie is using choice as m orgti]ng
principle in its emnomic development
strategy that includes land use aspects:
“We we building a city of choices,”
explains Mayor Paul’ Schell, ‘No single
solution is for everybody.”14 S~le
recognizes that workers need choices in
housing training, recr~tio~ and
transportation. Some of today’s
Generation X workers who value hvely
urban environments will soon be looking
for suburban houses with yards to raise
childre~ buying them from empty-nester
Baby Boomer high-tech employees tired
of mowing the lawn and who want a
more”hvely urban setting.

Recent statistics show that Montgomery
County’s workforce is even more
diverse than ‘most:

. The typid technology worker is
between the ages of 22 and 40
years of age, sin~e or married,
bi@y edrrmtd and culturally
diverse.

. The baby boomer age group (35-
54 yws old) represents over half
of the toti work forw.

● There is little evidence of early
retirement in the county, with
75% of tie people between 55
and ~ still working.

● Nearly 31% oftbe county’s
population fives done.

● Non-family households represent
30% of the total households, and
sin~e-parent households haled
by females represent 10. 5V0.

Thus, in Montgomery County even more
than many other areas, strategies tit
d] on land use policies to deliver
choices are more likely to be more
Sumssful.

Moreover, mmpanies wtil dso benefit if
the county w wily present choices
available, for example, by providing
information about itiastrueture
availability quickly through a GIS
system.

s~cl~c M Use Policies. Mont-
gome~ County should address tie
following issues in revamping its
development codes and prousses:

Encmrage or rewire mixed-use
&velopments. Some of the murrty’s
zone districts (e.g., commercial) do not
allow the type of lively mixed-use
developments favored by many high-
tech workers md tis. (See p. 14 of
ti]s report for a list of desired uses.)
my communities such as Asti& Fort
Collins, Colorado, and Cary, North
Carofina are not ordy encouraging but
requiring new developments to contain a
mix of housing, hotels, eduwtiond, and
mmmercial uses. Gthers provide
inwntives in the form of density bonuses
or “free” residential density on a site in
addition to any permitted commercial
uses. The county’s new M district is
reportdly working well to enwurage
mixed-use developments. It can serve as
a template for changes in other district.

Gtber aspect of sumessfil mixed-use
development is density. h inerwsing
number of communities are requiring
minimum densities and a variety of uses
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at selected locations such as future
transit stops to ensure that new
developments support mass transit and
provide the critical mass for a lively
retied-use development. h contr~
while Montgomery County has been
taking steps to encourage residential
development around transit stops, there
has been litie or no high-density
residential development at most.

Encmrage or. repire more amenities in
high-tech &veIopments and business
park. Marry high-tech firms and
workers are making CIW that they prefer
to work in Ioations that arena or have
-y access to vital centers with lively
amenities and opportunities for
interaction. They also vahte amss to
open space and recreational

oPPo~nities near the work place.
Everything from sidewalks and trails to
playing fields are assets.

PromOte environmerrtalprotection and
co~ervation of natural areas. Mgh-
tech employees value the natural
environment both at work and at play.
They ofien oppose sprawl and
developments that gobble up open space.
Currently, whiIe the county has some
regulations on the books to address
natiral resource protectio~ including
stream buffer and forest wnservation
standards, it lacks provisions adopted by
many other jurid]ctiorts to protect
sensitive natural features on a site or
open space such as landscaping
provisions and tidlife habitat protection
standards. Momva, -y

developments are not subject to site plan
review, which means statT has no
authority to review important elements
wch as connectivity between parcels or
larrdsmping. ~le sttiofien attempts
to negotiate to accomplish these gods,
objective statrd~ds wotid ensure they
are achieved while providing more
wtinty to the development cornrrrunity,

The staff is currently working on
Iandwping provisions, an important
initiative that should be completd.

Fores on ~ctfrc uses, not bitings
regulating development, most
jurisdictions focus on the sti of a
building in regulating items such as
parking. There is fittle flexibility to
respond to uses that may have large
space needs but relatively few
e-mploy=s (e.g., biotech-labs). Mgh-
tech firms in the wunty have
complaind that they are sometimes
required to build e~ensive parking that
never gets used. The county neds to
tailor parking and other standards more
to specific uses, and then allow
flexibility to meet fiture needs (e.g., set
aside land for parking, but don’t require
paving at the outset).

Scmtinize home ocmption regabtions.
B=use an incr~ing number of New
Economy workers will telecornrnute or
start-up new businesses at home, the
county should mefilly etine its
home occupation regulations to ensure
they do not unnecessarily stifle this
important trend. Of course, surrounding
residences need to be protectd from
potential adverse side effects.
Additiotily, the aunty should consider
creating flexibility for live-work spaces
in mrnmercid and other non-residential
districts.

Improve /he dmlopment reviw
process. One of the most important
needs of high-tech firms is the ability to
respond quickly to new market
opportunities and demands. This means
that local governments that can provide
efficient and responsive development
review and instruction inspetion
processes will have a leg up.

Cmently, both M and developers in
Montgomery County agree that there is
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much room for improvement. For
example, while the munty has a
specifically designed zoting district for
development around transit stations, it is
little used bemuse it is cumbersome ~d
time-mnsufing. Awrding to
developers, there is little resemblance
between the review process in practice
and what is set forth in the zoning
ordinance. ~ey dso point out that
because tie orhce b so few
standards, there.is a great dd of
unce* in the prouss over what staff
will rquireit may vary from case-to-
case.

k making changes to development
review procedures, the murrty should not
overlook the impotice of construction
and budding mde review processes. It
wtil do litie good to make the
,deveIopment review prowss more
efficient and predictable, ody to have it
followed by a slow and tedious process
of g~lng a building built or expanded
space built out. Some jurisdictions wch
as Bodder County, Colorado, are
allowing for self-inspection by
wmparries to speed this end of the
development prowss.

By making these substantive and

prowdurd changes in its development
males and processes, Montgomery
County can help ensure it will be a
desirable community and attractive
location for high-tech firms and their
work=

..
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Maryland-Na~onaI Capital Pafi and Planning Commission

Zoning Ordinance Analysie
Summa~ of Staff Comments From Roundtable Meetings

SECTION I - BACKGROUND
As part of the first step in assisting the M-NCPPC staff with evaluating effective revisions
t~ the County’s commercial, industrial and mixed-use zone district regulations (the
regulations), the Clarion teaml led a two-day roundtable discussion with selected County
staff, to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the current regulations, More
specifically, staff was asked to consider the extent to which they felt that the regulations
were facilitating or hindering the type of development patterns desired by the County,
such as transitariented development.

~s repofi provides a summary of the staffs comments from those meetings, along w.W
written comments received from the staff in response to a questionnaire prepared by the
Clarion’team for the same purpose. This summary, along with other relevant research,
will be used as the basis for identifying impoflant issues that should be addressed in the
zoning revision effort.

This report is organized into three main sections. Setion I provides the background for
ttis repoti. Section II summarizes staff comments: and Section Ill summarizes the
comments into specific, identifiable issues for both the substantive and procedural
aspecta of the regulations.
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SECTION II - SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
The staff comments have been categorized as either pertaining to the procedural
requirements of the regulations or the substantive requirements. Wthin those
categories, comments were grouped together by major issues or themes that emerged
during the discussions. Comments that did not address a particular issue or theme were
listed as “general observations. within the relevant catego~. Major themes or issues are
denoted by i~a/icized text; staff comments are denoted by a bullet (.).

The staff comments were not edited or revised from their original content. According~,
there are instances where the individual observations and comments expressed by staff
may be inconsistent or contradicto~.

.,

Procedural Requirement@
General Observations

● The entire ordinance is too comphcsted.
● me average citizen cannot understand the ordinance.
● In some cases only one or two staff people really understand cart~n sections of

the ordinance.
● The development review process is so complicated, and difficult to get through

that it discourages good development.
. The process is thorough, deliberate and fair.
● Even though the Coun~s review process is lengthy, most issues are addressed

before they get to the Planning Board, and the appficant can comment to the
Planning Board if they disagree with staff. Other municipalities in the County
give a lot more discretion and final decision-making to staff.

The Lack of Development Standatis Results in Tim-onsurning Negotiations with
Applicants

. Be-use the ordinance does not include a number of common design and
development standards fi.e. ,Iighting, landscaping), most issues are negotiated on
a csse-byese basis.
● The environmental guidelines am not promulgated
. The interim parking regulation have not been codified into the ordinanm.
● There are no lighting or landscape standarda.

● Overall, this process has bemme very time consuming.

Too Much Detail Is Requ(~d Too Ea@ In the Pticeas.
● Originally, the lack of development standards resulted in more creative buildings

and site plans, such as Montgome~ Wllage. As the process became more
standardized and political ~.e., more public hearings and meetings), the
innovation was lost. Montgomery Mllage was approved with a very general plan
and then came back with detailed site plana.

● Now, the political process requires more detail up front. Aa a resuti, design
solutions are often hamstnnged at the site plan review stage. Friendship Heights
is a good example. A lot of restrictions were created earty on, which resutied in

limited design options at site plan review.
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Most Development and Design Issues Can Only Be Resotved Through Site Plan Review
● Generally, development issues get hammered out at site plan review, so the lack

of standards can be overcome to a certain extent.
● me problem is that site plan review is not required for all development proposals.

“o Example: In the CBDS only 30% of the applications chose the Optional
Method Development process, which requires site plan review the rest of the
CBD projects went through the standard review process, with no site plan
requirement. In those cases, staff had no authority to review design details
such connectivity between parcels or the placement of on-site parking. ~s
has created some obvious problems in the CBDS.

Economic Development Projects Often QuaIi& “for Expedited Review, ~ich Reduces
The Effectiveness of Site Plan Review.

● Recently, it has been ve~ difficult to get site plan review on projects located in
any of the Industrial Zone ~stricts. me County’s Ofica of Economic
Development can require expedited, or consolidated review process for any
project defined as ‘economic development. Expedited review has resulted in a
higher number of subsequent site plan amendments; and less oppotiunity to
address development and design issues.

Pa@ and Planning Has Limited Administrative Authority to Approve Stie Plan
Modifications.

●

●

PaA and Planning hss fimited administrative authority to reconcile incongruent
provisions and guidelines, or to approve site plan modifications. If a proposed.
modification qualifies for administrative review, the Department of Permitting
Services (DPS) has the authori~ otherwise the Pl,anning Board makes the
determination.
DPS decisions and interpretations are not alwavs congruent with Park and.-
Planningrs interpretation.

Master Plan Guidelines Are Often Treated as Mandato~ Re9uiraments Rather Than
Policy Guidelines.

. me Planning Board can dsapprove a development plan if it is inconsistentwith
the Master Plan. me consistency requirement coupled with detailed design and
development guidelines included in some of the Sector Plans has elevated the
status of the Plan.

c In some cases, Sector Plans have become the ‘holy grai~, and it is virtually
impossible to deviate from its recommendations.

. me way in which the Plan’s pohcies and guidelines are implemented or
interpreted depends on the political pressure from tha mmmunity. ma

inconsistency is troublesome.
. You can’t abays rely on the Plan to provide direction. me degree of detail variee

quite a bit in each Sector Plan. Some Plans include very specific guidelines and
standards, others have none.
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Substantive Requirements
General Observations

●

●

●

●

●

There are too many zone districts. So”mehave become obsolete, other are
redundant and need to be consolidated.
Definitions and terminology are inconsistent throughout the ordnan~.
Including oveday zones, there are 130 zone district categories.
Rrst floor retail cannot be accommodated in all cases, even though recant poficy
would support it ~.e. transit oriented development, smart grotih).
Too much land ie zoned Commercial (C).
me commercial zones and transit zones don’t work well together.
The “Purposen clauses for all zone districts are outdated.
The transpotiation element of the Mandato~ Referral process could be better
codified, in the same manner that forest consewation and SWM are.
mere are internal inconsistencies in the ordinance (e.g. roadway ROW
standards are different in Chapters 49 and 50).

The Regulations Are Irrnexible, With Discourages Innovative Design and the Ability to.
Accommodate Sile-SpecXc Issues.

● mere is not enough flexibility in.the regulations to deal with site-5 Pecific issues or

to reconcile conflicting standards or provisions on a particular site, such aa road
standarde and environmental guidehnes.

● There should be flexibility built into the ordinan~ that allOWSa developer to.
exceed density limits in certain areas such as CBDe or near transit stationa,
provided they meet mrtain performanm standards.

● mere needs to be better resolution between the environmental guidelines and
other regulations.
. Example: Setbacks are not flexible when environmental features need to be

accommodated, such as SWM and landscaping.

Tha Currant Development Standards (e.g., Setbacks, FAR, Dansify, Parking etc) Am
Not Always Consistent Wth Current Development Trends such as Transit Oriented
Dasion.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

I ●

Setbacks ~n be a big problem in certain areas - the bigger the better.
Regulations don’t have ‘maximum” setbacks, only minimums.
Sites are ‘over parke& - this is especially problematic in the Industrial (1)
distncte. me parking standards need to be adjueted.
Lot coverage standarde are too diticult to apply universally because the County
hae such diverse condtion~ suburban, urban and rural.
There are no .pubUc usd standards.
Mechani&l space regulations don’t always accommodate the biotech indust~
needs.
Density is too low within the entire I-270 Corridor area, and there is too much
surface pating.
There are no fighting standards.
There are no Iandacspa standards.
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● Current road width standards, particular for non-residential zone distncta, are too
.0

wide (e.g., 3-5 lanes are typically required for new road sections, rather then 2<
lanes).

. .

. The AASHTO recommends wider Class 1 tike paths than County requirements.

The Current Development Standards DonY A/ways Facilitate the Coun~s Land Use and ‘
Gmtih Policies.

● The Master Plan articulates.a vision, but the zoning regulations don’t abays
reflect that vision.

. There are transit stops with no residential developments near them- this is
inconsistent with policies supporting TOD.

. Existing development density is too low within the entire 1-270 corridor area, and
there is too much surfa~ parking.

The Industrial Districts
● There are too many Industrial zone ~stricts.
●

.

.

●

●

●

●

✎

The Industrial district standards are out of sync with cukent land use needs.
Example: R8D Zone doesn’t allow R&D, and the parking requirements are too
high in all districts.
All Industrial distncta should be mixed-use.
There is not enough distinction between the l-l and 1-2 districts.
I-2 district allows ‘heavy indust~. mat does that mean in the County?
The I-3 district is troublesome. There are no requirements, and some of the
conditions seem illogical. This is the only district with a trip mitigation’
requirement.
14 and I-3 distri~s should be combined. There is not enough distinction between
the two,
It is almost impossible to get an.incubation project approved in the l-l district.
Residential uses are too restrictive. This prevents the County from getting betier
jobs~ousing ratios.

The’ Commercial Districts
c Oldest zone districts in the county.
. No residential uses permitted.
● Many uses are outdated or incompatible with newer uses. Many contemporary

uses are not included in the use chart.
● There are no FARs in the C districts. Instead, an APF trafic study determines

allowable square footage. Thus, the property owner has no way to calculate,’ in
advance, what development potential his property has.

. The C-2 district is very diticult to work with.

. The C-1 district permits almost anything without a lot of conditions.
● ne CBD setbacks don’t ,WOA
● The ~T district needs to be mmpletely revised.

Transit District
● Too much proceaa.
● CBD zones work much better and donl require a rezoning.
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Mixed Use Districts
‘.. ● The RMX is a’ new zone district category, which works well. A project plan is
. required for an Optional Method Development (OMD). Rezonings are not

necassa~.
● The RMX would be a good zone district in the Life Science Center because ti

permits higher densities then currently allowed in tie Industrial distncta.
● Building height requirements area problem in all mixed-use, districta;

me Overfay Zones
● Most ovedays were created to avoid amending the zoning ordinan@.
● ‘There are too many overlay zones now.

Ordinance Format
● The onhne version of the ordinance is a good tool, especially for searching.

However, it has been known to have errors and omissions.
● Flow charts would be helpful to explain the development review process.

SECTION 111- SUMMARY OF STAFF COMMENTS
Concerning existing development patterns in the County, three main problems resonated
from the collective staff comments:

1. New developments at lower than planned or desired densitie~
2. Inappropriate or ineffective land uses, fi.e., no mixed uses, limited residential~

and
‘3. Infill and redevelopment at lower than planned or desired densities.

Based on tha major themes or issues that emerged during tha discussions with staff,
there are several overarching problems with the current land use regulations

;:

3.
4.

5.

Lack of minimum development standards;
Inflexible and often counterproductive development standards
Ovedy complex regulations
Outdated and inconsistent regulation resulting from a number of ad hoc
amendments to the zoning ordinance, and
Inconsistent implementation of General Plan policies and guidelines.
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Zoning Ordinance Analysis
. .

Summa~ of Comments from Developer’s Roundtable Meeting

BACKGROUND
In addition to facilitating two roundtable meetings with the M-NCPPC staff, the Clarion
team led a similar discussion with members of the local development community that
have had extensive experience with the County’s development review process.

The developers were asked to comment on the eficiency of the development review
process, as well as the effectiveness of the substantive regulations.

It is intended that the developers comments will also contribute to the evaluation of the
County’s commercial, industrial and mixed-use regulations.

‘SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
The comments have been categorized as either pertaining to the procedural
requirements of the regulations or the substantive requirements. Several mmmenta
were also proffered on the relevanm of the County’s adequate pubhc faci~iies
ordinance. Wthin these categories, comments were grouped by major issues or themes
that emerged from the discussions. Comments that did not address a particular issue or ‘
theme were fisted as general observations within the relevant category. Major themes
or issues are denoted by italicized fext, comments are denoted by a bullet @).

Process and Procedural Requiremen-
Genem\ Obsewations

. The ordinance is too complicated. You have to hire attorneys to figure it out.

. The staff is good at what they do, and the dificult pro~ss has discouraged a lot
of bad development from entering the County.

. Improve coordination with other County departments. mat the Planning staff
wants is not ahvays permissible.

o” Example on a project in Silver Spring, Planning required. pavers, tumin9
radii and a handicap ramp, and then Pubflc WorkS denied k.

Tha Process and Proceduml Requirements Both Need More Specifici@ in the
Regulations

c The two biggest problems in getting a project approved in the County are the
development review process, and the ,bounds of autho~.

. There is httle resemblance between the actually process, and what the ordinance
sets forth as the process and you never know when or where the changes are
coming from.

. Tasks and clearfy assigned, nor is process cleady articulated in the ordinana.’

. There are no landscape regulations in the ordinan~, but staff consistently asks
for landscaping.
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Too Much Detail Is Required Too Earfy In The Process

. me County wants too much specific design information before site plan

-. We have to a~ommodate the use~ of the buil~ngt and t~s eafly
commitment to details ties our hands.

. The County wants design details at site plan review that are not required by the
regulations, and do not affect site plan issues, i.e., instruction drawings and
photometric=. This information is expensive to produce, particulady before final
design details are approved, and increases the probabi~i that the plana will have
to be revised.

The Process is Too Subjective
.

.

.

Very subjective ~rocesa. Every time a different planner reviews the proposal, the
interpretation of the ordinance changes. There are no spec.fic procedural
requirements set forth in the ordinance.
There are too many arbitrary decisions, opinions, and interpretations of the
development review requirements’ and standards of review.
me County wants mixe~use development, but under the current regulations
there is too much subjective interpretation by staff. ~ia ia a big disincentive to
using the mixed-use regulations. ”It’s too costly to design a project only to have
the entire project redesigned by the staff.

The Role of the Master Plan in Regulating Development is Inappropriate.
. The Master Plan gets more dignity than it deserves.

= There is too much detail in the Plan.
. “Some zone districts require conformity with Sector Plans. We end up having

to amend the Sector Plan to mnforrn to the development plan, because the
Sector Plan includes too many detailed guidelines.

. me Master Plan guidelines are not consistently followed, so you donl know
when to rayon them.

Some Requirements are Unrealistic
. Hrst ,floor retail doesn’t always wok but market demanda are not considered

relevant.
o Example, the OMD process requires first floor retail. At ~ and Wayne

Streets, the first floor retail was built but has never been occupied
because there is no market

. If the County insists on first noor retail, regardless of ma~et demands, or
community need, it should be excluded from the FAR calculations.

. The type of retail uses the staff wantsat the Ufe Scienm Center won’t wok

Applicants DONot Have Su~ciani Time to Present Their Projects at public Hearings
. The appticsnt ia only allowed 10 minutes to present Opposition is allowed

untimited time.
. The appficant has to rely on staff to present most of the facts because of time

fimits. However, if you appeal the decision,’ staff mmments are not considered
pad of the evidentisry record. Appficant still has buden of proof.



Substantive Requirements

Geneml Observations
. ,,=

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The R&D zone” district is too restrictive, and its a single-use zone.
There are no fighting and landscaping regulations, so it bemmes a matter of
trying to appease the personal taste of the planner reviewing the application.
‘Pubtic use’ is not defined in the ordinance, even though if is a required
component of the Optional Method Development (OMD) appti~tion. Also, by
ordinance, the appficant has to set aside 20% of the site for pubhc use, in reatii
it ends up being 40-50%.
Dens.~ ‘and FAR requirements are inhibiting creative architecture.
The pa~ng regulations need to be revised. Too much pafing required. me
minimums should be maximums. Also, government RFPs won’t let you build
without a certain number of parMng spaces approved; cument regulations havent
always accommodated this.
Trip mitigation requirements. There are not a lot of practiml solutions for this
requirement. For example! carpoohng is absurd for some uses, yet it has to be
included.
Signature sets. There needs to be a timetine, and submittal requirements.. We
always end up getting a redhned copy bak

The Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance
. The Master Plan identifies roads to be built with funding from State; in reahty the

developers build the roads. The APFO simply puts everyone in the game; it does
not improve or reduce transportation problems in the County.

. Traffic is a di~cult, regional problem with’not a lot of easy answers.

,,

Montgomery tiunty Ordinmw Revisim
S~sry of~velopsrs ~mmenrs
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